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Students find advising needs help
By AmyJoL Brown
STAFF WRITER

Academic advising is nol one
of the University's strongest
points, according to an August
survey recently released by the
office of institutional research.
The survey, which questioned
graduating seniors, dealt with
the students' satisfaction with
the University and its services.
Advising was rated the lowest,
with 58 percent of the respondents "satisfied" or "very satisfied" with the overall quality of
their advising experiences.
President Sidney Ribeau, in
his Opening Day Address, noted
that advising was consistently
appearing on student surveys as

a problem area.
" Why advising is rated low, we
really don't know," said John
Folkins, interim vice provost for
academic affairs. "We really
want to do better.'1
The problem may lie in the
training of faculty advisers,
which differs from college to
college. Faculty advisers arc not
full-time advisers; they are professors who advise in addition to
teaching and doing research.
While each college does have
a staff of professional advisers
with counseling backgrounds,
faculty advisers are the ones students see most often after
declaring a major.
In order to belp colleges and

departments better train their
faculty advisers, an advising network is being put in place by the
office of academic enhancement.
"The purpose of the network
is not to generate another
study," said Alberto Gonzalez,
interim vice provost for academic services. "It would provide
and develop activities for advisers. It would provide information to the students."
The network would help
advising programs bring in
speakers, materials or anything
else the programs might
request.
"If they said we need x, y and z
in order to do better advising,

we'd try to respond," Gonzalez
said.
Although the structure is not
formed yet, students and faculty
will make up die network committee and discuss advising
issues and solutions to the problems.
"I think the main thing is (for
advisers) to know exactly what
the requirements are." said
I '-I.mi I Miller, graduate adviser
for the computer science
department.
While Miller, as a graduate
adviser, only needs to know
which courses computer science majors need for their
ADVISING, PAGE 2

UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SURVEY
The following are the results, in percentages, of the survey each giaduating
senior took about the University. It is broken down into the different campus services. The percentages are the number of students that responded
the question with a satisfactory or very satisfactory answer.
Category
Percent Category
Percent
Overall Instruction quality 93%"
Career Services
78%
BGSU Overall
93%
Financial Aid
76%
Access to instructors
92%
Racial and Ethnic Diversity 74%
Class Size
91%
Preparing for Further Ed.
70%
Library Resources
91%
Availability of Class Times 69%
Feedback on Assignments 86%
Campus Dining Services
69%
Residence Halls
84%
Concern for Individuals
68%
Computer Resources
81%
Preparing for Employment 65%
Places to Study
80%
Commuter Services
61%
Condition of Buildings
79%
QUALITY OF ADVISING
58%
Source: Umvwsity Institutional Research Center
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Speech to
cause protest
IMF BG NEWS

The College Republicans are
staging a protest Tuesday night
to voice their discontent with the
political views of a speaker sponsored by the journalism department.
Molly Ivins, a Currier Lecture
Series featured speaker, is a syndicated columnist who writes
about political topics. She's also
die author of "Shrub: The Short
But Successful Political Life of
George W. Bush."
A news release from College
Republican chairwoman Susan
Waidner said that the protest is
intended to show "a strong
Republican presence" at her
speech. Waidner was not available for comment.
According to Matt Olwine,
"The journalism department is
not representing true journalism
and fair-mindedness by bringing
a speaker so slanted in her
views." He said he considered
Ivins "an extreme left-wing
activist." Olwine was formerly

second vice chairman of BGSU's
College
Republicans
but
resigned because of time constraints, he said.
Jennifer Imes, chairwoman of
public relations for the club, said
the action was to be a silent
protest. "We'd like to make our
presence known here. We want
to let students know we do not
partake only in campaigns but
on the campus itself," she said.
Imes clarified that the group is
not protesting Ivins as a journalist, but rather are challenging her
"ideals and ideas."
Ivins is scheduled to speak at
7:30 p.m. Tuesday in 101A
Olscamp. She is described as a
"syndicated columnist with a
political edge," and is published
in newspapers across the country, from Fort Word), Texas, to
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Other speakers whom the
journalism department has
sponsored as part of the Currier
lecture series include Michael
Moore, author and filmmaker.

5 bodies point to
Bulger's gang
By Lisa Lipman
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

New coin not used for spending
By Kimberry Dupps
CUT EDITOR

The face of a Shoshone interpreter shines on the newest
coin minted by the U.S
Treasury.
Sacagawea, famous for helping Lewis and Clark explore the
Louisiana Territory between
1804 and 1806, is on the new
Golden Dollar.
The Golden Dollar was
issued in January 2000 to
replace the Susan B. Anthony
dollar. The supply of SBAs was
dwindling and there was a need
for a dollar coin in commerce,
according to the U.S. mint.
However, few people are
using the new dollar coins as
spending money.
"People are trying to collect
them, rather than spend them,"
Mark Adams, Huntington Bank
manager, said.
June Gates, bank booksper-

h

son for the fourth district
Federal Reserve Bank of
Cleveland, said that people
want the coins.
"Initially, there was a strong
demand for the coins. We had
trouble filling orders from
banks for them," Gates said.
Howard Cook, president and
owner of Hcc. Inc-rare coins,
said that people like to collect
coins in general and this can be
seen in the usage trends of the
Golden Dollar.
Although people are collecting the Golden Dollar in the
hopes that it will be valuable,
the coin may never be an item
of value. According to Cook, an
item's value is dependent on
three things: Age. quality and
the total number of coins minted.
The U.S. mint has already
produced too many of the coins
for them to be valuable in the
future.

Gates said that the Treasury
projected to mint 1.2 billion
Golden Dollars this year alone.
Despite the large number of
Golden Dollars minted, many
have never used them.
"I've seen the new Golden
Dollars," Valerie Weldon, junior
classic civilizations major, said.
"I have never used one,
though."
Tiffany Stuewe, sophomore
graphic design major, worked
at a Hollywood Video store over
the summer. Although a few
customers did use the coins to
pay for their video rentals,
many people did not like the
coins.
"When you gave them (the
Golden Dollars) to people as
change, they didn't want them.
People wanted bills," Stuewe
said.
Cook feels that if the banks
were to give them out as

change, rather than upon
request, the coins may go into
circulation more rapidly.
However, Stuewe feels that
many people will forget about
the Golden Dollars because
they can be mistaken for ordinary coins.
"Men have wallets and usually keep their change separate.
The coins are going to be
thrown in a change jar and forgotten about," Stuewe said.
Cook also feels that they are
going to be used as often as the
U.S. Mint anticipated.
"The only way for them (the
Golden Dollars) to get used is to
get rid of the dollar bill," Cook
said.
Although the demand was
high, it has dropped off recently, according to Gates. The
fourth district Federal Reserve
Bank of Cleveland has plenty of
the Golden Dollars in stock.

BOSTON —Across the Boston
area, investigators have been
digging up bodies along with the
long-buried secrets of fugitive
mob boss lames "White/' Bulger
and his associates.
The dead — five of them so far
— are believed to be victims of
Bulger's gang from as far back as
the 1970s.
Their discovery comes after
more than five years of work by
investigators and federal court
hearings that revealed a cozy
relationship between Bulger and

the FBI.
The reputed boss of Poston's
Irish mob has been on the lam
since 1995 after an FBI agent
allegedly tipped him off about an
indictment. He is now on the
agency's 10 Most Wanted list.
"If Bulger's going to be apprehended, it will be because of
these bodies," said lack Levin, a
professor of sociology and criminology
at
Northeastern
University. "Now there's hard evidence of mass murder.
"And mass murder of not only
MOB. PAGE 2

Associated Press Photo
MOB: A Massachusetts State Police officer is seen over a sifting
table at the search scene in Quincy.
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Students find
advising useless
their programs.
"We just added a fourth professional adviser," said Rich
Hebein, associate dean for student affairs in the college of Arts
and Sciences. "We have about a
dozen workshops set up this
semester." Advisers are not
required to go to the workshops,
however.
Hebein also said a student
advisory comn littee will soon be
meeting with the dean.
The College of Technology is
making sure all advisers are up
to speed on technology they can
use to access information for
students, according to dean
Ernest Savage.
An ad hoc committee on
advising is being formed in the
College of Education and
Human Development.
"We are going to address any
advising issues," said Kim
Grilliot, director of undergraduate student services for education and human development.

ADVISING. FROM PAGE 1
degree, undergraduate faculty
advisers have to keep track of
requirements for every degree
offered in their department.
"Ideally, students would be
able to know right away what
requirements they need and
have met," said Lou Kreuger, an
undergraduate adviser in the
school of art, referring to a computerized system that would
inform students of their credit
status
"That would enable faculty
and students to talk about the
classes and what students really
want to achieve. We spend so
much time evaluating transcripts," he said, "the really significant issues—course choice,
transitioning out of college into
the professional world—don't
get addressed as much as they
should."
Some colleges have already
responded to claims of poor
advising and are improving
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Mob graveyard found on the coast
MOB, FROM PAGE 1
crime figures, but of ordinary
people who may have had contact with crime figures but were
not themselves involvid in ihc
underworld."
The first three bodies were
found early this year, near an
interstate in Boston's Dorchester
section. One of them, Deborah
Hussey, was said to have had an
affair with Bulger associate
Stephen "The Rifleman" Flemmi
and was threatening to expose
the relationship tohcrmother—
Flemmi's common-law wife.
Hussey disappeared in 1984.
Last week, investigators in
Dorchester found skeletal
remains believed to be those of
Paul McGonagle, a rival of
Bulger's who disappeared in

1974.
The latest body was unearthed
Thursday in Quincy, just outside
Boston and several hundred
yards from where Bulger once
lived. The victim is believed to be
Tommy King, who disappeared
in 1975 after a bar fight with
Bulger.
According to published
reports, authorities were led to
the bodies by Kevin Weeks, a
Bulger crony who pleaded guilty
to federal racketeering charges.
The digging continued Friday,
reportedly for Debbie Davis, a
former girlfriend of Flemmi's
who disappeared in 1981.
Davis' relatives have been
going to each new grave in hopes
of finding her.
"It's not just how this might
help an ongoing investigation,"
U.S. Attorney Donald Stem said.

"It's also the emotional toll that it
takes on family members whose
loved ones have disappeared for
all these years"
The unearthing of the bodies
marks <• new stage in the investigation into Bulger, brother of
William Bulger, a former slate
Senate president who is now
president of the University of
Massachusetts.
Bulger and his cohorts are
accused of bookmaking, extortion anil other crimes dating to
the early 70s. According to court
records, Flemmi and Bulger also
worked as FBI informants.
Flemmi, who is awaiting trial
on racketeering charges, has
claimed that with the FBI's protection, he and Bulger could do
anything short of "clipping
someone" without fear of arrest.
Over and over, Flemmi said.

he asked then-FBI agent John'
Connolly and Connolly's super-'
visor to guarantee him immunity from prosecution, which hesaid they did.
Connolly now faces federal
racketeering charges. He is
accused of alerting Bulger andi
Flemmi to investigations by'
other law enforcement agencies
and tipping them off in 1995
about an upcoming indictment.
Bulger remains on the lam.
"What typically happens in a
murder case, is that the trail goes
colder and colder with every
passing year," Levin said. "The
public loses interest in the case.
Investigators move on to cases
that are easier to resolve. But
finding bodies always energizes
an old murder case."
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HEADQUARTERS!

Assailed Press Phnr:

SNOW: Ed Vossler fires up his chainsaw Sunday Sept. 24, 2000, to cut apart a tree limb in a relative's lawn in Cheyenne, Wyo., that fell
during a snow storm Sunday, just missing the home.

ADULT NOVELTIFS & TOYS, MASSAGE
OILS. GELS. LINGERIE, DANCE WEAR,
SHOES, BOOTS MEN'S SEXY WEAR,
LEATHER ACCESSORIES S MOST
CURRENT MAGAZINE ISSUES.

Record setting snow hits Cheyenne

ADULT VIDEOS t DVD'S
TO RENT OR BUY!

By Mead Gnjyer
ASSOCIArtO PRESS WRITER

CHEYENNE, Wyo. — A snow
storm that blanketed much of
Wyoming, shutting down highways and stranding trqvelers
through the weekend, plowed
through Colorado and into westem Nebraska early Sunday and

TUESDAY THRU THURSDAY RENTALS ARE 12.00

SO% OFF

LEATHER 8 PVC

ta$% OFF WITH
[THIS COUPON

set a record for early snowfall in
Cheyenne.
The capital city had recorded
10.5 inches of snow by Sunday
morning, but warming temperatures through the afternoon
were quickly melting the accumulation.
By evening, only a couple of

inches of snow remained on the
ground in Cheyenne, and green
grass poked through the snow in
yards across Denver.
The brunt of the storm had
pulled down tree branches and
caused power outages in
Colorado on Saturday night, less
than a week after Denver set a

temperature record with its 61st
day at 90 degrees or above.
In Cheyenne, the last comparable early snowfall hit Sept. 28,
1985, when a storm left 4.9 inches of snow across the city,
according to the National
Weather Service.

(.EXCLUDING MAGAZINES 1 SALE HEMS BG ,
USE OUR SEPARATE ENTRANCE'
135 S BYRNE RD 101 ID ) S3tOOI9 WWW DEJAVU COM

Another valuable lesso
learned from Hollywood:
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It's about
tlltiBto get

involved
with Leadership
Development Programs

Office of Campus
Involvement
Upcoming Events:

Build your leadership
skills through workshops,
overnight retreats,

Moitdii. Sept. 25

summits and Institutes.
These programs are for

Kirk Nugent slam poet
7:30 pm.lOlB Olscamp Hall

you if you are:

TMsatf. Sept- 2*

A new student leader
A veteran student leader
A student not yet Involved
In a student organization

Treasurec/Otlicei Workshop
6-8 p m 1018 Olscamp Hall
Basic Leadership Workshop
Making the Grade

Employers are looking

7-9 pm

for college graduates

WMNMSStf, Ssst. 27

104 Olscamp Hall

Advanced Leadership Workshop

who can lead In the

Working with Advisers and Alumni

workplace. It's about time

5:30-730pm. 104Olscamp Hall

for YOU to get Involved

SmNbTf, Oct. 1

with Leadership

Community Service 4 Bowling
7-11 p m. Varsity Lanes

Development Programs.

Saaaey tkreag* Satwstr. Oct. 1-7
Community Service Canned Food Drrve

(visit the official Homecoming WeD site
www bgsu edu/oltices/alumni)
if, Oct. 1
Basic Leadership Workshop
Fiscal Responsibility

Office of

I
m

Every hooker has a
heart of gold, but none
of them have herpes.

Introducing Nibblebox.com. Tomorrow's entertainment today.
Log on for original episodic shows, interactive entertainment, and the best of college radio created by college students with

men!
L>vtsion ot 9uderrt Aftars
204 South Hall • 372-2343
email: involved0bgnet.bgsu.edu

help from directors like Doug Liman (Swingers), and producers like Sherry Gunther (The Simpsons). Because while it's fun
making cynical comments about entertainment cliches, it's more fun to see what students are actually doing about It.

nibblC&box.com
digital entertainment in short, tasty bytes.
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Bears,
Russia
and pot
snapshot

CROSSWORD
www.btnews.com/pagi3

Go to your room.
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Make a fool of me, will you?!
A man in Khabarovsk, Russia,
sought bloody vengeance when
he fuund out that his wife was
cheating on him. He went to the
apartment where the two lovebirds were having their trysts to
plant a home-made bomb. Alas,
as he was attaching it to the door,
it went off, killing him.

Twenty-one and grounded
HEATHER
HEBAN
The Fashionista

Honest officer, I was robbed:

Hey, who is hunting whom?
A 46-year-old Missouri father
and his 25-ycar-old son were
hunting with bows and arrows in
the wilds of Colorado when a
large black bear lunged out of the
underbrush and bit the son on
the buttocks. Though the father
was carrying a 44-calibcr handgun, he was so rattled that,
instead of shooting the bum-biting beast, he threw the gun at it.
In response, the animal stopped
attacking the son, but bit the
father on the thigh, then fled.
Don't mess with armed customers
A power company in Ivanovo,
Russia, cut off the power to a missile base for nonpayment of its
electric bill. In response, the base
Commander sent in a contingent
of heavily armed troops who
seized the power station and
restarted the electricity.

I want to start off by sayir.g
that 1 hale my family.
Well, not really, but I hate living with them. They say you
can always go back home.
I have tried. It sucks.
It all started last April when
my mom decided she would
talk me into moving back home
for my last year of school. My
first instinct was to humor her,
resign my withstanding lease
and keep living a free life. Well,
my mom is a pretty persistent
little lady, and I am stuck in
Rossford, Ohio (a.k.a. "Hell").
The plan was that I would
move home, live rent- and grocery-free, work full-time and
have the respect a 21 -year-old
overachiever deserves.
That was a big load of crap.
Come May I was sharing a
room with a 13-year-old
N'SYNC fanatic, signing up for
car use and I had a curfew!
I thought things would get
better as the summer moved
on. I got to move back in my
old room, curfew was lifted and
I built up a tolerance (though
not an acceptance) to Britney
Spears and Christina Aguilera.
Things still were not the best
but. hey, I was trying.
Well, these last few weeks
have brought forth a Hitleresquewayoflife.
I am not exaggerating when I

My friends and everything
that has been familiar to me
the last three years, are 15 miles
down a road that I need a
parental permit to travel. To
better help one comprehend
what it is like to be a commuter,
(one with psycho parents, no
less), I will throw out a couple
of situations that might be
entertaining.
First, my parents have decided that long distance is not
good and that cell phones are
far more economic. So, for me
to have contact with anyone of
value 1 need a phone card,
which I pay for. That's fine. But
have you ever tried to have a
conversation on a cell phone?
My parents and siblings eat
crap and I am on campus most
of the day so I tend to buy all of
my own meals and groceries. I
am dealing with that.
My curfew has been altered,
but I must call a couple of
times and give the number of
where I am at to keep my parents updated. That is really
nerdy but I am living rent-free
and I always try to be the good,
eldest child. But nothing compares to this past weekend, I
got grounded.
Yes, I was grounded.
You see, I work 40+ hours a
week and I am on campus
from 9:30 am - 9.00 p.m. during the off days. As one can
guess, 1 really don't have a lot of

WORD OF THE DAY

Incriminating evidence, Brad
[ When a film processor developed Brad Davis' snapshots of
liimself, he noticed that Davis
was photographed in front of the
marijuana plants he had been
growing in his LaPorte, Ind.,
home. I le informed police who
confiscated more than three
dozen marijuana plants, and
i|rrested Davis, who has pleaded
try to maintaining a common
iance.

say that life right now, in comparison to what it was this time
last year, makes me want to eat
a poundcake in under a
minute.

Friday night I finally got to go
out, and that night turned into
a Saturday afternoon. To anyone that doesn't have to answer
to 40-year-old parental units,
that is a typical weekend in BG.
At least, for three years that
was typical for me. Until I
came rolling in on Saturday
morning. The thunder came
down from the gods (the freedom gods, that is). I no longer
have use of the car other than
for school and work. I am considered a ungrateful, disrespectful, lazy, good-for-nothing, useless, worthless
moocher.

69 Uses a
keyboard
70 Spread slowry
71 Huskies'pull

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

DOWN
Crude
Sanctuary
Madonna role
Seloacks
Walk to and Iro
Unfortunately
Negatives tor

NantM

i Read a second looking Glass
iplumn on llie Internet at
wuw.pingreeslookingglass.com.
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8 Foul odor

PROBLEMS?

9 Having a will
10
11
12
13

Raises
Opera songs
Chop f-nety
About to trade in your first-born
Rose and
for the answer to 58 Across?
Sampras
21 Desire
Fear not. faithful reader.
25 Identifies oneself
to a computer
We have the answers, and are
27 Old World
quite willing to part with them.
lizards
28 Teacher's
All you need to do is check the
favorite
answer key. temporarily located
29 Tennis star
Montca
on this very page.
30 _ Mahal
31 Fortasor
Lincoln
32 Vietnamese
New Year
48 Tramples
55 Eye shade
35 Banality
heavily
56 Think the same
36 Used chairs
49 Rearing '20s, e.g.
way
37 End ola bus.'
57 Facial growth
50 Brag
38 Final degree
51 Bronze, e.g.
60 Reprobate
41 Ripen
52 Fired a pipe
61 Unadulterated
44 Accumulates
62 Support
53 Siac<

Toledo

Cleveland !57/4»V

59/41

Youngstovm ;55 /43
' Martllield

61 (46

.

Did I mention that I am 21
years old? And grounded?
I guess that I feel a lot better
because I just shared all of my
anger and frustration with a
entire college campus. Or so
my therapist, the Page 3 Guy,
tells me.
And hopefully, I have
reached out and connected
with at least one commuting
student. Roommates aren't
always easy to live with, and
commuting is not fun at all.
But when your roommates
are the ones you share DNA
with, and the commute to
campus causes you to be
placed in a semi-truck sandwich, you really start to look at
life in a different light.

O 2000 AccuWr-ather, Inc

Sunny Pi Cloudy

Cloudy

Showtn

T-nomw

Ram

Snow

THREE-DAY FORECAST
Tuesday

Partly
Cloudy
High: 59'
Low: 43"

Wednesday

Thursday

O
Mostly
Cloudy

Partly
Cloudy

High: 55'
Low: 36*

High:63*
Low: 32"

ANSWERS
Dear Lord, no!

a
H
V

HERMANN HESSE
NOT SIDDHARTHA,
BUT HE WROTE
THE BOOK

Flunks

tfAttOCUMcT Prats

In any light, however, I still
refuse to accept "Bye Bye Bye."

The world has reversed itself!
The poles have shifted!
Clocks are moving
counterclockwise!
Wait, no... It's just Crossword
answers that are upside-down.
Oops. Sorry about that.
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AMC
COM
DISC
ESPN
HBO
HIST
FSC
SCIFI
TLC

INI
USA
VH1

News 5
ABC World"
NewsTonighi
NBC Nightly
NewaX

Voices In
Democracy
BBC World
Maws
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Jeopardy! X
Fortune K
EnHrtalnmant iHoHywood
Towlgnljt
Squiraag
Olympic Summer Gamee TracK
Newehour With Jim Lehrer 31

Newahour With Jim Lehrer I

Business Rpt

Big BromeriN) Everybody1n Slereo) JT
Raymond
20/JO Downtown I
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Three Stooges

1

ano field luiais. aymnasnea, dtaia, synchronized awmmvtcj From Sydney, Australia (In SlereoJ m
lAntlquea Roedehow Salt Lake IForce More Powerful: A Century ol Nonviolent IDarlng lo FanB (N| (in Slereo) |MW»> »
City. Utah" I
ConWcl |N) (In Sleieo) (Pan 2 ol 8) I
I
Ploaao (N) I
Antiques Roadahow Salt Lake Force More Powerful: A Century ol Nonviolent Darlno to Resist (In Sleieo) I CnartleRoae
[In Sleieo) 3E
City. Utah" X
Coning (N) (In Stamp) (Pan 2 ol 2H

i iVated Pre," (1966. Adventure)
n warriors hunt human Quarry
Dally Show X Win Ban
Stein's Money
Justice Files Psycho Kilters
Baseball Tonight (Sj
Movie: .'.i -Blue Srrea*"(1999)
Maim Lawrence 'PG-IS*!!
Great Eacapaa ol World War II
(Pan 2 014) X
Regional
Last WordSports Report
Crossing Over" TwUlgrrt Zone
(N)X
'"Back There"
Code Blue: Sweet Charity
Ptr>taw>dai To Serve and
Prong- (In Slereo) X
Farmclub.com Pertormances by
new musical acts. (In Stereo) X
Senlnd the Music "The
Bangkts' (In Stereo)

Wood County's only LIVE
local Television news source.

MB

r
v
i
i;

i
i A V
A V b

ILale Show (N)
Family Law 'Possession Is Nine News I
Survivor Old and New Bonds
(In Sleieo) 3E
Tenlhs ol Ihe Law" (In Slereo) B
(in S'K'eo)
NFL Football Jacksonvilo Jaguars a! Inoanapoi.s COM. HCA Dome (V. Slereo Livejx

Backstory:
Movie: **•', "Dial Mfor Murder(1954. Suspense) Ray Miiland
A money-hungry man's plot 10 kill his wile goes awry x
Clyde
Dally Show X Win Ben
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Last I heard, at least. All I
have now is the "silent treatment."

"Eternity is a mere
moment, just long
enough for a joke."

Serbian President Milosevic
takes a traditional welcoming
swig of brandy before a campaign rally. If we did this, I
might think about running for
president. Every day.
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OHIO WEATHER

SAY WHAT?

FIRST WE DRINK
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ICONOCLAST
Pronunciation:
I • "ka • nd • 'Wast
Function: noun
Etymology: from Greek
eikonoklastes, literally
"image destroyer."
Date: 1641
1: one who destroys religious images or opposes
their veneration;
2: one who attacks settled
beliefs or institutions;
3; one who attacks settled
beliefs or in
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68 Oracle

time to socialize.
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34 6n»ers

Through the
Looking Glass

j-

1

ae Phow

39 Catn s victim
40 Mythical
strongman
42 Lose conif oi of a
tirade
43 Discarded odds
and ends
45 Creative dnve
46 Irritating tingle
47 Thais"
compose'
50 StaOHity provider
54 12-step program
58 Medleys
59 Home for
homeless kids
63 Chorus section
64 Wry lace
65 Pound oi
poetry
66 Rummy
67 Sound of nppiing
water

*

1

■

■

30 Cheerio'
33 Turn to me ngnr'

MIKE
PINGREE

Police say the 19-year-old night
clerk at a Shawnee, Kan., convenience store bungled a robbery
by covering the lenses of the
security cameras with transparent tape. The cops say he stashed
the money and then told them a
cockamamic story that a robber
called him and ordered him to
tape the lenses, after which he
came in and robbed the place
This account was not corroborated by the security tapes which
"looked a little fuzzy," but were
clear enough to show what went
on, said police.

ACROSS
1 "Sitttwood" costar
5 Kitchen urwwis
9 Hobo
14 Spout nonsense
15 Oodles
16 Bizarre
17 Tet__-Jafia
10 Bamboo siom
19 Church honoree
20 Saw. basicaly
22 Outlaw
23Caich
24 School groups
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RIDERS TRAPPED ON ROLLER COASTER

BUENA PARK, Calif. (AP) - Two dozen passengers on a
roller coaster were trapped 30 feet in the air for two
hours after a guest's jacket jammed between a car and
:
'S track, the second accident in two days at J Southern
California amusement park. None of the 25 passengers
aboard the Jaguar! at Knott's Berry Farm was hurt.

:.

OPINION

•.
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Advising needs improvement
Advising is a problem at the
University. A survey by the Office
< 4 Institutional Research gives
solid numbers to this fact, which
has long been known by students
trying to graduate.
The survey ranked advising as
having the lowest satisfaction
• rate of any University service.
Only 58 percent of respondents
said they were satisfied with the
quality of advising they had
received.
Poor advising is not a minor
problem, it can cost students a
lot of money. When students are
required to take extreme class
loads, summer classes or even

extra years, it can cost them
thousands of dollars and years of
their lives. A respon >e of, "Oops,
we'll try to do better," is little consolation for students who will
have to pay an extra year of
tuition to graduate.
A possible solution would be
to post academic requirements
and a junior audit form on the
University's website. This would
give students more control over
their academic careers. Although
it wouldn't be a replacement for
incompetent advisers, it could
serve as an emergency backup
for students who suspect their
advisers are harming their

YOU DECIDE
What should the University
do to improve academic
advising? Let us know what
you think at bgnews@listproc.bgsu edu

chances of graduating on time.
However, due to the irregularity of the University's updating,
this solution might not work. Mix
that with possible software conflicts (like the library's service that
allows students to view their circulation record online, though

only with Netscape), or the occasional student's aversion to comp iters, and the weaknesses begin
to show.
Another problem is that there
are no universal standards for
advisers in each college. Faculty
advisors are generally people
who have been trained as scholars, not as advisers, and they are
not forced to leam how to advise
well. Instruction differs greatly
from what an advisor must do. If
faculty are going to be used, perhaps guidelines or classes can be
used to educate them.
Witho: it proper organization,
rules and regulations, this prob-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

PEOPLE

Do any gentlemen go to
bars or clubs?

How would you rate
your experiences with
academic advising?

Why is it that behaviors i! lat
are unacceptable during the daytime become okay as soon as the
sun goes down? Have you ever
seen a guy grab a strange girl's
posterior in the middle of a lecture class? Me neither. Now. have
you ever seen a guy do the same
thing in a night club or bar? Of
course you have. Hell, I've experienced it. What I want to know is,
why do all the sexual harassment
laws go right out the window
when you go to a club?
I realize that most of the time
when a guy grabs a girl in the
club, it's his twisted way of getting
her attention. Where guys get the
idea that this is okay. I'll never
know. Maybe in the past they've
met girls who are okay with being
fondled in public by a complete
stranger. Perhaps I'm just a prude
in denial, but when a stranger
grabs me anywhere, especially
my posterior are. I get a little
upset. All my friends must also be
prudes, because they feel the
same way.
Whatever happened to asking

a girl to dance? Diet that concept
go out with bobby socks and the
do-wop? In all the times I've been
clubbing, I can count the number of times I was actually asked
to dance on ONE hand. And let
me tell you something — those
few guys were more likely to get
my phone number than the
dozen other guys who "propositioned'' me in other ways.
In closing. I would like to
remind all you "gendemen" out
there that most girls do NOT like
to have their asses grabbed at
clubs. You're much more likely to
find a dance partner (or a partner
for oilier "activities") simply by
asking her to dance.
AdriemeHersche
hersdi@bgnetbgsuedu

Part of humor
column was
plagiarized
I'd like to commend Page 3
columnist E. Sean Medina for
his Sept. 21 piece "History 101:
The New Deal." Not only did
Medina manage to successfully
waste three minutes of my life

with his pointless drivel, but he
also masterfully plagiarized
Maxim Magazine's "50 Reasons
We're Proud To Be American."
(July 2000) Five of Medina's "ten
historical reasons why America is
the best country" are straight out
of the Mi.xim article. Some are
taken woi d for word: "We go to
war for the nookie." jumps to
mind.
I'm sure that you're all very
proud of E. Sean Medina and
would like to give him some sort
CM award for original uncredited
research. One brief mention of a
source gels you off the hook. I
hope you don't get sued.
kistin R.L Hemmmger
DishonestDon@yahoocom

SUBMISSION POLICY
The BG News gladly prints Letters
to the Editor and Guest Columns.
Letters should be less than 300
words and Guest Columns can be
500 to 700 words. Name,iJhone
number and address should be
included for verification. All submissions may be edited for length
Send submissions to 210 west
Hall or arnety@bgnet.bgsu.edu
with subject line "letter to the editor'' a "guest column."

I am curious about this Is

GAITLIN
C0NLEY

Guest columnist
there a magic number that the
syrup is worth or was the alreadytoo-expensive price per ounce
raised? If the former U true are
people who choose not to eat
syrup being charged for NOT eating it? And if the latter is true,
why must those who opt to eat
fruit instead of syrur be charged
for both?
Also, while I'm on the topic,
why are we forced to have a meal
plan? I can go to Meljer and purchase a week or more worth of
food for the price of three days'
food at the Sundial. Why must I
eat a "minimum'? And the
University gets to keep the
money left over — wnich there
likely will not be due to the outrageous prices.
Graduate assistants are expected to teach classes, keep office
hours and maintain their own
course toad. What is their compensation? Tuition, room and
board, an equivalent of about
$10,000 a year. BG graduate assistants could work at Wendy's and

make more than that.
The University screws the residents who are forced to buy meal
plans and screws the graduate
students. Do you really think that
it would give you free cable?
How many people do you
know who had cable last year?
Did you have cable last year?
How much did you miss it?
Would you have gotten it this
year? Not me. Most students did
not think cable was worth $200 a
year — most still do not think
that. So why are we paying for
cable we don't want? Because the
University forces us to. Because it
is part of the room fee and we do
not set our own rates.
Of course the University gets
something from the sale of cable
to every resident, whether it overcharges us or the cable company
does and then rewards the
University for its job well done.
The money the university
receives from this scam is more
than enough to pay for the "free"
movie channel. At any rate, the

SARAH KLAINE
SOPHOMORE
COMM. DISORDERS

TIFFANY VAN D0R0S
SOPHOMORE
JOURNALISM

"Mine taught my probation class and
helped me out a lot."

SOPHOMORE
POLITICAL SCIENCE

"I think they do a
good job. They always
have time."

I'm tired of waiting for the revolution
Ever since I was old enough to
argue with my dad. I watched the
elections with a strange fascination. Ever since I was old enough
to understand the election statistics. I have watched the
American populace with a
strange revulsion.
The reason for my distaste is
the growing number of citizens
who just don't find time to vote.
The part that alarms me is that
most of the non-voters are my
age. What is even more disturbing is that if it weren't for MTV,
these people probably wouldn't
know who was president.
In that light. 1 have come to
agree with Old Man Jefferson. An
occasional revolution is a very
necessary thing.
There are other reasons, as
well. The apathetic masses are
justified in their belief that government is corrupt. For the most
part, it always has been. Many of
the people running for election
dont want to help their constituents They want the power.
But there are the Mr. Smiths
who go to Washington, sent by
those who marked up the ballot
tor their Congressional representatives. Trust me. if you actually
do a little research, there are
qualified candidates.
But it isn't just the voting. More
and more young adults don't
even listen to the basic news. "I
hate politics" is their rallying cry,
a cry that echoes through the
classroom or living roor.-i filled
with half-awake people.
What they fail to realize is that
they engage in politics every day.
The way you interact with people, get them to do you a favor,
schedule meetings, join societies,
what have you. Those are politics

CHRIS ERMISH
SOPHOMORE
POLITICAL SCIENCE

on a smaller scale. An election
bears a marked similarity, except
that instead of affecting a handful
of people, the lives of 250 million
, Americans will be marked by it.

cable's not free.
Caitlln Conky can be reached
at cconley@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

engaged in voluntary community

Ohio 43403
Phone:

(419)372-6966
E-mail:
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu

. Website: www.bgnews.com
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is poor and the students are tiredof dealing with it Students need '
to be able to walk into their
adviser's office and trust that they
are going to leave with exactly
what Ihcy need to graduate. Howare students supposed to be
^
expected to go to their adviser, as,
they are required to, If they knowtheir advisers are going to mess if
up?
The University must solve this
problem or the students are
going to start advising themselves.

America
needs a
revolution

But the young voters aren't
lazy, even if they are prone to
apathy. UCLA found that 75 percent of incoming freshmen have

210 West Hail
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green.

students graduate on time.
The advising at this University

AT ISSUE How can we reduce voter apathy?

"The advisors are
really friendly and
always take the time
to help me out."

University a profit-driven business
Yesterday I read the most frustrating letter to the editor. I have
read some letters dial I have not ■
agreed with, but "Free cable
doesn't work very well" was
wrong. The complaint the author
voiced W2s legitimate, but I think
it is Ume to lay one common misconception to rest.
Students at Bowling Green
State University apparently think
that th° University is a charity that benefiting students is the
ir son ihe University was created. It was not.
There are professors, teacher's
assistants and other faculty who
do care about students, but the
University is a business and, like
any other business, was created
to make money for somebody.
The Kreischer Sundial recently
added waffle irons. These seemingly innocent Irons of Death are
great, if you want to pay the
price. This morning i was pleased
to see that the school nad found
another way to rip off its students. Somebody (a Sundial
employee, I would assume) had
posted a new sign by the waffle
bar. The price of syrup Is now
. irnluded in the waffle's price.

ON THE STREET

tern will continue to persist. The
University needs to find a way to
make sure the advisors are properly trained so these problems
don't continue.
Furthermore, students should
not have to wait around for extra
semesters because the University
screwed up with scheduling their
classes. It is a mark upon a university if a student can work diligently, yet be forced to take an
extra semester through fault of
their own. If the University is not
going to solve this problem, they
need to at least take responsibility for their own mistakes and let

"I haven't had any."

J. MICHAEL
BESTUL

Opinion columnist
service. A majority of this campus
can claim that they belong to an
organization, many of which
have service requirements.
So we're active. Despite my
belief otherwise, most of us also
have something that we care
about. Almost down to the person, we each have some cause
that we'd further at the expense
of our time and s?nity.
When it comes to the causes
that help the nation, however,
our old friend apathy returns
This style of thought has been
labeled "Identity Politics," where
everybody's causes are narrow
and personal. When and if our
cause becomes fulfilled, we are
sated. If it doesn't deal with our
specific concern, we don't care
and we don't research and we
don't form an opinion.
Ladies and gentlemen, this
cannot be. Specialization is for
insects.
Two things are needed. First,
we as citizens need to be wellread and well-rounded. While the
individual is more important
than the state (in my opinion).
the state still needs to be considered.
On its part, the government
also needs a change, a change
created by us. Personally, I'm fed
up with the RepubUcrat Party (or
is that Demolican?). The alleged
two-party system provides us
with stability, but stability has
lapsed into stagnancy.
A national revolution may be
necessary, but it will only be the
beginning. Nothing can be
changed with a quick fix. and it
will be up to us to keep our government from falling into disarray.
Because, honestly, sitting back
and watching our descent into
mediocrity making me apathetic.
J. Michael Bcstul can be
reached at best@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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Tropical storm subsides, hurricane blows on
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) —The remnants oflropical
Storm Helene spun across the Southeast on Saturday
after dumping heavy rain in the Carolinas and killing a
ruin asleep in a trailer. Meanwhile, Tropical StiXta
Isaac grew to hurricane strength deep in the Atlantic.

NATON
Small college drops
rank in News report
By Ben Dobbin
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Associated Press Photo

TIRt DECISION: Ford Motor Co. Chief Executive Officer Jac Nasser, right, looks on as Ford Vice President for Washington Affairs Janet
Grissom motions to an aide during a hearing of the Senate Commerce Committee on Capital Hill.

Ford set new law for owners
BytustmHyde
I HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DETROIT — In what Ford
Motor Co. is calling an effort to
eliminate confusion for its customers, the automaker is now
advising Rord Explorer owner; to
add more air to their Firestone
tires.
The recommendation comes a
day after a Bridgestone/Firestone
Inc. executive told Congress the
tire pressure level Rord suggests
for the sport utility vehicle is too
low and makes the popular vehi cle less safe.
In a letter released late Friday,

Ford said it was changing its standard to 30 pounds per square
inch (psi) from 26 pounds
because the tire maker's testimony "has caused confusion."
"In these trying times surrounding the Firestone tire recall,
it is important to eliminate this
confusion for our customers,"
Carlos Mtzzorin, Ford's group
vice president for global purchasing, said in the letter.
The tire maker wrote Ford this
week requesting it raise the recommended
pressure,
Bridgestone/Firestone executive
vice president John Lampe told a

House Commerce subcommittee Thursday.
Ford, in the letter, noted that
Bridgestone/Firestone
had
agreed with its recommended
pressure of 26 psi for 10 yearsbn
the Explorer's 15-inch tires, and
that non-recalled Firestones and
Goodyear tires on Explorers
inflated at that level "have shown
excellent performance for our
customers."
The letter said the pressure recommendation
applies
to
Explorer owners with Firestone
P235/75R15 tires.
Bridgestone/Firestone last

month recalled 6.5 million A.' <,
ATX II and Wilderness AT tires,
most of which were original
equipment on Explorers. Federal
investigators are investigating the
possible role of the tires in wrecks
that resulted in more than 109
deaths and 400 injuries.
When the
recall wits
announced,
Bridgestone/Firestone recommended a tire pressure range of
26 psi to 30 psi but has since
emphasized that 30 psi was better. Ford has said the range was
acceptable, but continued to recommend 26 psi.

GENEVA, N.Y. — Small, private U.S. colleges that rely on
tuition for survival ignore at their
peril the guidebooks and magazine lists catering to parents and
students zealously seeking the
perfect school.
So when Hobart and William
Smith Colleges, a liberal-arts
campus on the leafy slopes
above this Finger Lakes town,
took a tumble in this month's
U.S. News & World Report rankings of America's best colleges,
retribution was swift.
Sociology professor Sheila
Bennett was ousted as senior
vice president of the men's and
women's colleges. She had failed
to submit fresh dita that the
magazine uses each year in
assessing the academic merits of
1,400-plus schools nationwide.
"I don't believe this was intentional — it probably was just an
administrative oversight," said
Professor lack Harris, the faculty's presiding officer.
The episode brings into focus
the enormous competitive pressures universities encounter in
luring students and teachers,
particularly private institutions
with small endowments that
need to flesh out their budgets
with high tuition fees.
"In the absence of other measures of reputation, these rankings and a scries of other guidebooks can have considerable
import," Harris said. "The U.S.
News survey is one of the most
public demonstrations of our
quality and reputation, whether
you buy into it or not."
A year's stay at Hobart and
William Smith costs $25,200,
plus $6,800 for room and board.

Flobart, a men's college, was
founded in 1822 and William
Smith was started for women in
1908. Their 1,800 undergraduates share faculty, classrooms
and an 180-acre campus but
each has its own dean, admissions office and athletic programs and awards its own
degrees.
Only 84 schools failed to
return survey data to U.S. News
this year, some for philosophical
reasons, the magazine said. Reed
College in Portland, Ore., has
refused to participate since 1995,
saying it finds the survey too
simplistic.
Bennett came to upstate New
York from Emory University in
1990 as provost and faculty dean.
She stepped down from those
posts this spring amid criticism
of her management style, taking
a one-year appointment in
charge of off-campus and international programs.
One of her duties was to supplyU.S. News with such statistics
as graduation rates, financial and
faculty resources and alumni
donations.
The magazine said it made
repeated calls and sent a certified
letter but ended up using data
reported in previous years. That
ended the school's longtime
inclusion in the magazine's "second tier" of liberal arts colleges,
dropping it to a "third tier" of
schools ranked from No. 81 to
No. 120.
Bennett, who retained her faculty job, refused to be interviewed. The Chronicle of Higher
Education said she resigned her
executive post at school
President Mark Gearan's request
soon after the U.S. News rankings came out
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Clinton's oil decision draws fire
By William C.Mann
• SSOCUU0 PRESS WRITER

WASHINGTON — President
Clinton's decision to tap the
nation's emergency oil reserves
drew fire Sunday from the GOP
vice presidential nominee as a
political move to aid Democrat Al
Gore.
The action amounted to nothing more than "tweaking prices six
weeks before the election," Dick
Cheney said, noting that the vice
president proposed the drawdown just before the Clinton
administration's announcement
Friday.
But Energy Secretary Bill
Richardson said the president was
motivated by the potential heating oil shortages this winter—not
high prices and the political problem they might cause Gore's White
House bid.
On "Fox News Sunday," Cheney
said he doubts whether the
nation's hard-pressed refineries
could quickly convert into heating
oil the 30 million barrels Clinton
ordered released in the next
month.
"If your refineries are already
operating at 96-97 percent of
capacity, even if you give them
more crude, they're not likely to be
able to produce a significant
increase in heating oil" he said.
Yet, "because it's six weeks
before the election and they're
worried about prices, all of a sudden Al Gore is for releasing oil... to
manipulate prices." Cheney said.

"It's hard not to view it in a political context."
Richardson, on NBC's "Meet
the Press," denied again, as
Clinton did Saturday, that the
release was a political favor for
Gore.
"We are preparing for potential
disruptions, potential shortages,"
Richardson said. "The president
acted because stocks were so low."
Shown videotapes in which
Gore and Clinton suggested the
release would bring prices in line,
Richardson said: "All of this is consistent. We're concerned about
tightness in the market."
He said the booming U.S. economy has increased demand for oil
products by 14 percent. "But
home heating oil stocks, extremely low," Richardson said. "We're
worried about a winter... where a
lot of moderate-income people,
poor people, couldn't pay for
home heating oil."
The
590-million-barrel
Strategic Oil Reserve was set up as
insurance against interruption of
oil supplies after the 1973 Arab oil
embargo caused near-unprecedented shortages at the gasoline
pump. Except for two practice
drawdowns, its only previous use
was during the 1991 Persian Gulf
War.
Cheney, a former defense secretary who joined the oil technology
company Halliburton after his
Pentagon duty, appeared on three
Sunday news shows to criticize RESERVE DECISION: The St. James Terminal, a marine unloading and destribution point for crude oil, a U.S. Department of Energy t
site serves as the U.S. Strategic Petroleum Reserve.
Clinton's decision.

Battleground issues hotly debated
By Ron Foumier
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Associated Press Photo

DEBATES: Toni Posatiere discusses the presidential election, at a
donut shop in Parma, Ohio.

Attend one of the
following workshops:
In Bowling Green:
September 27 (4:00-5:30
p.m.) at The Women's
Center, 107 Hanna Hall
BGSU.
• AlFirelands Campus:
October 4 (4:00-5:30 p.m.) in
Room 131, West Building,
Firelands Campus, BGSU.
• In Toledo: October 12 (6:007:30 p.m.) at the
Heatherdowns Public
Library, 3265 Glansman,
Toledo.
• In Archbold: October 19
. (&00-7J0p.m.) in Covert
Room #A116 at Northwest
Stale Community College,
22-600 State Rt. 34,
Archbold.

WEST MIDDLESEX, Pa. Norman Clark hunches over a
beer, watching foam dribble
down the bottle and into a pile of
quarters — six will buy his next
serving. "You know why 1 wear
this bracelet?" he asks a stranger
caught eyeing the copper band.
"1 wear it because I can't afford
my pills."
Clark thinks the bracelet will

Announcing:

•

Other Important Dates:
•

•

•

•

.

November 29: Grant Cleanup Workshop (4:00-5 JO
p.m.), The Women's Center,
107 Hanna Hall BGSU.
December 11: Grant
Deadline (1M1 pjn.),PCA
Office, 202A University Hall,
BGSU.
(unary 29: Grant Recipients
Announced (12:01 p.m.),
PCA Office, 202A University
Hall, BGSU.
February £ 2001 Recipients
Meeting (12 noon), The
Women's Center, 107 Hanna
Hall, BGSU.
February 112001 Granl
Uunch (3:00-5:00 p.m.),
McFall Gallery, BGSU.

ease arthritis in his wrist. He
bought it after using all the free
drug samples his doctor would
give him, after the pharmacist
charged $175 to fill his first prescription, after his wrist painfully
swelled. "Who ... can afford that
much for drugs?" said the retired
steelworker, rubbing his sore
joint.
In bars and diners, supermarkets and country stores, at malls
and on Main Streets across three

Great Lakes states, voters shared
similar stories. It is clear from
more than four dozen interviews
last week that the issue has outpaced others in the campaign
battlegrounds of Michigan, Ohio
and Pennsylvania.
This could be good news for
Democrat Al Gore, whose parly
holds the upper hand in polls on
health care. Republican rival
George W. Bush hopes to erase
that edge.
"This is the deciding issue for

me," said Richard Kelly, 49, of
Detroit.
Buffe and Gore are in a close,
volatile race that both campaigns
Ixlieve will be determined in this
region and by voters who are not
tied to either major party.
Republicans plan to sharply
reduce expenditures in Illinois, a
sign that Gore may have wrapped
the slate up, but the race is competitive elsewhere in the Midwest.
Swing voters are just starting to
pay attention.

Kirk Nugent
SLAM POETRY

2001 University and
Community
Partnership Support
Grants ranging from
$500 to $5000
BGSU Partnerships Jor Community Action (PCA) is dedicated to redefining tk
relationship between the Unrorrsrfy and the broader community through building and
supporting campus/community projects based on reciprocity, to-eaual participation,
and mutual benefit PCA is responsible for mobilizing ideas and resources from the
University and the community that enhance equal educational opportunity, cconormc
development, health and wellness, and cultural awareness for areas including but not
ImaUd to northwest Ohio.
Contact UK Call Nancy Kennedy or Patrick Vrooman at the PCA Graduate
Student Office at 372-7316 or at pcaebgnetbgsu.edu. Or contact Kathy
Farber, PCA Director, al 372-0161 or at farber©bgnet bgsu.edu. For complete
details and application procedures, check our webpage:
http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/president/pca.

Common Interests ~ Stareci Efforts

1999
Nuyorican
Poets Cafe
Grand
Slam
Champion

Entertaining
and
Political
Hard Hitting,
Poignant and
Thought
Provoking

BE THERE!
MONDAY,
SEPTMEMBER 25TH
9:00 PM
101 OLSCAMP
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Monica Lewinsky to host British TV show
LONDON (AP) — Monica Lewinsky reportedly is to
host six 10-minute episodes of a television show for
Britain's Channel 5 network. The show, "Monica's
Postcards," will feature Lewinsky as a n.>ing reporter,
The Daily Express newspaper said Saturday.

WORLD

German family rescued
after 9 days in Ad antic
By Ciaran Giles
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Associated Press Photo

DRILLING FOR OIL Venezuelan oil workers drill a new well in Motatan, Venezuala. Venezuela is currently preparing OPEC's second heads of state summit to be held Sept. 26-28.

Oil prices could test OPEC
By lames Anderson
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

CARACAS, Venezuela —
Venezuela Promotes Global
Harmony," trumpets the twostory banner draped in front of
Ifie Caracas theater where OPEC
leaders are holding their first
summit in 25 years this weekPresident Clinton's efforts to
push down oil prices drew clashing reactions from leaders of the
Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries, who find
themselves under immense
pressure to boost production.
"We are not going to allc -.vourselves to be pushed into (releasing) more oil than the market
needs," OPEC Secretary General
Rilwanu Lukman of Nigeria
insisted Sunday. "The last time
we did that, the prices went
down to $10 a barrel .. and
nobody was sorry for us."
Venezuela, which holds the
rotating OPEC presidency, insists
the cartel is unified — and that
no production decisions will be
made during the summit, which
runs Tuesday through Thursday.
That issue will come up at an

OPEC meeting in Vienna in
November, members say.
Some observers aren't so sure.
OPEC President Ali Rodriguez
conceded last week that cartel
leaders could make some production decisions — only to
reverse that stance. As for OPEC
discipline, Rodriguez also has
acknowledged reports that OPEC
exceeded its quotas by up to 1
million barrels a day.
OPEC has boosted output this
year by a total of 3.2 million barrels a day in a failed effort to cool
prices. Supplies remain extremely tight, largely because of the
strong U.S. economy and an economic rebound in Asia.
OPEC members point accusingly at consuming nations' high
taxes on gasoline, diesel, heating
oil and other products, as well as
refining and shipping bottlenecks, as the culprits behind high
prices.
Yet heading into the summit,
some OPEC nations differed in
their reactions to Clinton's decision to inject 1 million barrels of
oil a day into the market for 30
days to push prices down.

Venezuela embraced the
move, predicting it would provoke a sharp decline in oil prices
this week. Lukman agreed, saying the move will "contribute to
moderating the petroleum market."
Saudi Arabia traditionally the
closest U.S. ally among OPEC
members, criticized Clinton's
decision as "an election ploy
requested by Al Gore." U.S. officials say the Saudis, the world's
biggest oil producer, have since
assured them they aren't too
upset.
Iraq, wMti the world's second
largest OJ ;eserves, said Clinton's
decision will only destabilize
what it called "greedy markets."
One unifying point among
OPEC members is their insistence that consumers look at the
taxes they're paying.
"If the consuming countries
want to lower prices for their
consumers, the correct thing to
do is not only to ask us to lower
the prices of crude — which we
are doing anyway — but also to
moderate their taxes which are
exuberantly high," Lukman said
Sunday.

MADRID, Spain — Four
Germans, including a toddler,
spent nine days adrift on a
dinghy in the Atlantic with only
rain water to drink before they
were rescued and flown to a
Spanish hospital, news reports
said Sunday.
The four — a couple, their 2year-old daughter and the captain of their yacht — set sail Sept.
13 from the northwestern
Spanish port of A Coruna, bound
for the Netherlands. But a day
later, as they headed for the Bay
of Biscay, an explosion and fire in
the vessel's engine forced them to
abandon ship.
Their yacht sank within minutes.
They spent the next nine days
afloat with no food, surviving on
rain collected in a plastic bucket.

Martina Hoffman told The
Associated Press in a telephone
interview Sunday from her room
at Xeral hospital, in the northwestern port city of Vigo.
"My little girl Lisa is better now,
she can talk and laugh and eat.
She's a hardy girl," said Hoffman,
31.
"Now I feel well, but we were
really afraid," Hoffman said.
"Especially as the days went by
and nobody picked us up"
Hoffman, who comes from the
small town of Schettorf in northern Germany, said 11 boats
passed but none apparently
spotted them, although they
fired four flares.
She said she spent most of the
time hugging her little girl close,
to keep her warm and alive,
"We were terribly cold and
could only sit up and hold on,"
she said.

A Tunisian cargo vessel
plucked them from the water
Friday, about 70 miles from land.
Once aboard the vessel, Hoffman
said they were treated as if they
were in a hotel and were given
plenty of food, drink and clothes.
But the child's health was worrisome and on Saturday, the
Tunisian ship radioed for help
from Spain.
A helicopter was flown out and
at one moment duringthe rescue
operation, panic spread when
the child stopped breathing and
had to resuscitated in the helicopter.
The two men — the child's
father, )org Hoffman and his
brother, Ian, the yacht's captain,
were released from the hospital
Saturday, but the mother and
child were still recovering there
Sunday.

Associated Press Photo

SHIPWRECKED: Two-year-old German girl Lisa Hoffman sleeps in a Spanish rescue helicopter after
being shipwrecked lor 9 days with her family in a rubber dinghy.

tudent Organization
DON'T MISS THE TREASURER'S WORKSHOP!
This Tuesday, September 26
1MB Olscamp Hall
6-8p.m.
For More Information
Call 372-2343
Office of

All Treasurers Invited!
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French shorten presidential term to 5 years

Associated Press Photo

PRAGUE. Czech Republic —
Europeans tried to paint a picture of unified, enthusiastic support for their flagging currency
Sunday, amid fears the United
States was only halfheartedly
behind last wee'-'s surprise intervention.
Addressing the other major
threat to the current economic
expansion — high oil prices —
the International Monetary Fund
asked producers and consumers
to achieve stable prices at reasonable levels.
The sinking euro and rising oil
top the agenda as the IMF and
World bank open their annual
meetings here Tuesday, and all
eyes will be on financial markets
Monday to see if last week's
efforts to prop up the euro and
push oil lower will work.

A synchronized move Friday
by the United Slates, lapan, the
European Central Bank and
other allies to buy the euro on
foreign exchange markets immediately boosted the currency.
The euro surged from about 86
cents to 90 cents — but halved
those gains by the end of Friday's
trading — after U.S. Treasury
Secretary Lawrence Summers
said America had a vital interest
in a strong dollar.
The statement cast doubt on
U.S. commitment to the intervention and perhaps future
interventions, which essentially
weaken the dollar to give a boost
to the euro. The euro, the common currency used by 11
European Union nations, has
recently plunged to record lows.
Before markets open Monday,
European finance officials were
busy putting their own spin on

Minutes after the polls closed,
Prime Minister Lionel lospin said
he regretted the low turnout,
adding that "I am happy for this
reform that I called for" and saying he hoped for even more
reforms.
President Jacques Chirac, who
had opposed the constitutional
change until recendy, told his
countrymen in an address on
nationwide television after the
polls closed that "Your democratic power is going to be reinforced."
However, many politicians,
ranging from far right leader lean Marie Le Pen to the Communists
to the Greens on the left, disparaged the referendum, while veteran conservative Charles Pasqua of
the Rally for France party
expressed concern.
"I am sad for democracy when
you see such a lack of interest. It's
worrying," said Pasqua, a Chirac

rival who may run for president in
the next elections in 2002.
The reform's proponents
believe cutting the term from
seven to five years will give French
voters a chance to elect their head
of state more often and lower the
risk of "cohabitation," an often
unwieldy situation that arises
when the president and the prime
minister come from opposing
parties.
Polls leading up to Sunday's
vote showed widespread apathy
for the constitutional change,
which easily could have been
made by a vote of a joint session of
both houses of the French parliament rather than a referendum.
The French president's term is
the longest — along with Ireland
— in Europe, and the reform was
supposed to bring the term of
France's most powerful office
more in line with other major
democracies.

Barak tries for partial agreement with Palestinians

IMF tackles oil prices
By Hans foeimel

reform.

PARIS — French voters easily
approved a referendum Sunday
on shortening the presidential
term to five years, according to
early projections, but dismal
turnout was likely to deprive the
country's leaders of any major
political gain from the change
aimed at modernizing French
politics.
The constitutional change was
approved by 73.5 percent, with
26.5 voting against, according to
the SOFRES polling agency. A poll
by the IPSOS polling organization
showed similar results. Voter
abstention was a record 68.74 percent, the Interior Ministry said.
The referendum failed to interest voters, and the abysmal
turnout indicated that many
French voters were more concerned about social, wage and
educational issues than political

VOTING: The French President Jacques Chirac and the first lady Bernadette cast their votes Sunday
morning in the village of Sarran. French voters began casting ballots Sunday to decide whether to
shorten the presidential term from seven to five years.

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

By Deborah Seward
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Summers' comments, saying the
intervention had solid support
from all members of the socalled Group of seven industrialized countries, including the
United States.
Meanwhile, President Clinton
said Friday he would tap into the
U.S. emergency oil stockpile to
push prices lower.
IMF officials introduced a new
plan Sunday to stabilize the global oil market by bringing producers and consumers together,
hailing it as a major breakthrough in the current crisis,
which has seen oil prices surge to
a 10-year high above $30 per barrel, triple the price of early 1999.
In the past, it has been difficult
to get producers and consumers
to agree on plans for the oil market, however, and the latest effort
was still short on details.

By lack Katzenell
ASSOCIATED P^ESS WRITER

JERUSALEM — Rolling back
expectations of a final deal by
next month, Prime Minister
Ehud Barak said Sunday that he
is prepared to a partial agreement with the Palestinians — a
prospect the Palestinians said is
out of the question.
Barak told the Israeli cabinet
he does not rule out the possibility that "a comprehensive agreement will be achieved on most of
the issues, while a time limit will
be set for agreement on a very
small part of them," his office said
in a news release.
Palestinian parliament speaker
Ahmed Qureia, also a senior
peace negotiator, rejected the
idea of another interim agreement. "There has to be agree-

ment on every issue or there will
be no agreement at all," he told
reporters.
Until recently, Barak has said a
full-fledged agreement would be
the preferable outcome of intensive negotiations, and has given
"50-50" chances to achieving a
deal by next month.
In recent days, his Cabinet
ministers have hinted they would
accept a deal that delayed decisions on hot-burton issues like
Jerusalem. Barak's statement
Sunday
confirmed
that
approach.
The Camp David talks broke
down over rival Palestinian and
Israeli claims to east Jerusalem, in
particular the Al-Aqsa mosque
compound, the third holiest site
in Islam and also (he site of the
Jewish temple, sacked in 70 A.D.

by the Romans.
Barak told the cabinet he
would never hand sovereignty
over the area to the Palestinians
or any Muslim body.
Qureia said a solution of the
Jerusalem issue cannot be postponed. "There will be no peace
and no agreement without
lerusalem," he said.
The issues of borders and the
future of the Palestinian refugees
also remain unsolved, although
considerable progress has been
achieved in those areas.
Israel media reported that
Barak hopes to meet with
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat
soon to bridge some of the gaps.
Qureia said such a meeting
would be welcome "as long as it is
not for public relations."
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OLYMPICS: U.S. STILL WINNING IN SYNDEY; CAPTURING 52 MEDALS, 21 GOLD.

BG SPORTS
Men's Soccer

9/28

MONDAY

Host Michigan/ 5 p.m.

September 25,
2000

Women's Soccer

9/29
Host Northern Illinois '2 p.m.

10/1

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Host Western Michigan /3 p.m.

Volleyball
9/29
Host Kent/7 p.m.
9/30
Host Marshall/7 p.m.

Men's Cross Country
9/30
At Hagen Stone Classic.
Greensboro. NC/ 1:30 p.m.

Football

9/30
At Kent State/6 p.m.

Men's Tennis

9/30
Host BCSU Pro-Am/ 8:30 a.m.

10/1
Host Alumni Match/ TBA

Falcons drop 4th in row to Bulls
Running game gains 112 yards but Sahm and Schneider combine to throw for five completions on 19 attempts for 63 yards.
The Associated Press

AMHERST. N.Y. - A 27-yard
run by Marquis Dwarte with 1:27
left in the fourth quarter lifted the
Buffalo Bulls to a 20-17 win over
Bowling Green Saturday in the
Mid-American Conference.
The win snapped an 18-game
losing streak for Buffalo (1-3
overall. 1-0 MAC). Buffalo las!
won in a 47-0 victory over
Division I-AA Canisius in 1998.
"There was a lot of joy and cel-

Raiders too
much for
Browns,
win 36-10

ebration in the locker room,"
Buffalo coach Craig Cirbus said.
"It was time for our kids to win."
Buffalo,
which
recently
returned to Division I-A, had not
defeated a Division 1-A foe since
a 16-0 win over Holy Cross in
1970. Bowling Green, which
entered the game as a 21 -point
favorite, fell to 0-4 overall and 0-1
in the MAC.
Dwarte's TD capped a sevenplay, 80-yard drive thai consumed 204.

"Once I got around
the corner, I turned
it on and didn't
stop until I
reached the end
zone."
MARQUIS DUARTE, BUFFALO
"Once I got around the corner,
I turned it on and didn't stop until
I reached the end zone." Dwarte

said of his first career TO.

later in the quarter on a 3-yard

Buffalo qi larterback Joe Freedy
was 24-of-38 for 183 yards and
two touchdowns, but was also
intercepted twice. Both interceptions led to Bowling Green
touchdowns.

pass from Freedy to Andre Forde.

After Buffalo had taken a 7-0
lead after one quarter on a 2-yard
pass from Freedy to Chad, John
Gibson scored on a 2-yard run
before Andy Sahm scored on a 1 yard quarterback sneak.

gave Bowling Green a 17-13 lead,

Buffalo cut the deficit to 14-13

but Scott Keller's extra-point
attempt was wide left.
Mike Knapp connected on a
32-yard field goal with 13:22 left
but the Bulls rallied to end their
victory drought.
The

Bulls

sacked

Ricky

Schneider twice on Bowling
Green's position to seal the win.

BG loses to UA, BSU

By Anne M. Peterson
AP SPORTS WRITES

OAKLAND. Calif. —Tyrone
Wheatley and company made
sure the Cleveland Browns' stay
in first place was a brief one.
Wheatley ran for two touchdowns and William Thomas had
two interceptions, including one
he returned for a touchdown, as
the Oakland Raiders beat the
expansion Browns 36-10 on
Sunday.
The Raiders (3-1) also got a 2yard TO run from Zack Crockett
and field goals of 37 and 31 yards
from Sebastian Janikowski, the
first-round draft pick who
entered the game 2-for-5.
Rich Cannon, who had been
criticized for favoring receiver
Tim Brown, spread it around a
little more this time, going 14-of23 for 179 yardsAfter passing for a career-high
316 yards last Sunday in
Cleveland's 23-20 victory over
the Steelers. Couch was 16-of-29
for 141 yards He threw a 15-yard
TD pass to Darrin Chiaverini on
the opening drive for the
Browns, who were tied for first in
the AFC Central going into the
game.
Cleveland (2-2) won just two
games all of last season in their
first year back in the league.
Phil Dawson hit a 29-yarder in
the second quarter to accounl
for the rest of Cleveland's scoring.
After Chiaverini's touchdown.
Cleveland's attempt at an onside
kick failed, putting Oakland on
the Browns 43 for their first
series.
Soon after, Wheatley scored on
a 2-yard run for the Raiders, who
bounced back after a 33-24
home loss to the Denver
Broncos last Sunday.
Oakland took the lead on
Wheatley's second 2-yard run to
open the second quarter. The
key play of the drive was
Cannon's 48-yard pass to Andre
Riv in. who had three receptions
for 54 yards.
Midway through the second
quarter, the Browns got down to
Oakland's 33-yard line on Effict
Rhett's 42-yard run. But
Dawson's 42-yard field goal
attempt went wide right.
Thomas, a 10-year veteran
linebacker and two-time Pro
Bowl player picked up by the
Raiders in the offseason,
snagged his first interception late
in the second quarter. It led to
Crockett's scoring run.
On the Browns' next possession with less than a minute left
in ihe half, Thomas picked off
Couch again, this time with a
running scoop catch that he ran
back 46 yards for a touchdown.
Top overall draft pick
Courtney Brown, who sacked
Kent Graham of the Steelers
three times last Sunday, was
quiet against the Raiders. In fact,
Gannon remained untouched by
the Browns' defenders all day.

•

Brian tngeman M0 New,

READY TO PLAY: Two Falcons get ready to receive a Ball State serve Friday night. BG battled with BSU but lost in five sets; 15-12,15-8,10-15,11-15 and 15-10.
By Dorothy Wrona
Sltff WRITER

All good things must come to
an end. including the BG volleyball team's seven game win
streak.
Defending MAC champion
Ball State snapped the Falcons'
streak in five sets on Friday night
at Anderson Arena. The
Cardinals won by scores of 1512,15-8.10-15. ll-15and 15-10.
BSU took control early with a
5-0 lead, but the Falcons came
back to tie the match 6-6 with
Nadia Bedricky's kill. BG took a
one point lead but lost the serve
and three more points to BSU.
The Falcons twice came within
one point, at 12-11 and 13-12,
but the Cardinals took game
one.
The Cardinals
commanding lead]
leading 10-1 befq
point Falcon

Papageorgiou led the charge
with two kills and two blocks.
BSU cut the rally short and
scored five more points to win
game two.
Bedricky and Susie Norris
combined for 18 kills to lead
BGSU's offense in game three.
The two freshmen led the
Falcons to a 3-1 lead with
Bedricky's back-to-back spikes.
BSU tied the score at three, but
kills by Norris and Papageorgiou
gave the Falcons the lead. Norris
iced the victory with her 12th kill
of the game.
BG rallied with 12 points in
the fourth game from an 8-1
deficit. Norris capped the surge
for a 12-9 lead. Papageorgiou
and Natalie Becker clinched the
game with block assists.
In game five, BSU took a 3-0
lead before making it 8-2 f but
dropped the game 10-15.
BG head coach Denise Van de
Walle said that the Falcons

played well in games three and
four after losing the first two
games. However, she thought
that the Falcons could have
played BSU closer in the fifth
game.
"I'm really disappointed with
the way we came out in game
five," Van de Walle said. "The
deficit should never have been
that great. We shouldn't have
been down four or five points
right out of there."
Norris and Bedricky set personal bests for kills in the match
with 24 and 20 respectively.
Norris also recorded 23 digs for
her first 20-20.
Papageorgiou finished with
15 kills. 18 digs and 10 blocks for
the first triple-double of her
Falcon career.
Becker ended the night with
new career highs in blocks (10)
0-2, PAGE 10

FALCON VOLLEYBALL
RECORD: With two losses to
Ball State and Akron respectively this weekend, the
Falcons drop to 7-4 overall
and 0-2 in the MidAmerican Conference

Falcons lose to
MAC powerhouses
Ball State in five
sets, Akron in four
at Anderson Arena.
ByffckHurm

VS. BAU STATE: Senior
loanrva Papageorgiou completes her first career triple
double, with 15 kills. 18
digs and 10 blocks BSU
won in five sets, 15-12.158,10-15,11-15,15-10.
VS. AKRON: Freshman Susie
Norris tallied 15 kills and 18
digs. Papageorgiou netted
14 kills and 13 digs. Akron
was victorious in four sets;
15-4.17-15,8-15 and 1512.
NEXT GAME: Host Kent 9/29
at 7 p.m.

ASSl SIANI SPORTS EDITOR

The Bowling Green volleyball team went against the
odds this weekend, placed
their bets and came up
empty handed without a
win.
There were several cases in
bolh the Ball State and Akron
match where the Falcons
went against what was
expected. For example, the
odds of the Falcons coming
back from two games down
against Ball
V-BALL PAGE 10
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Vanderbilt defeat men
By Derek McCord
SlAFI WRITER

Another Bowling Green men's
soccer match, another Bowling
Green men's soccer loss.
In the last match of the BCSU
Dladora Classic, Vanderbilt
would go on to score two unanswered goals in eight minutes to
give the Falcons their fourth, one
goal loss on the season and a 2-5
record on the season.
The match opeped up like

most Falcon matches this season, with Vanderbilt controlling
the tempo with their possession
play. Soon after the first ten minutes of the match, the Falcons
were in control.
In the 22nd minute off of a free
kick situation Senior Falcon mid fielder Gene Braxton half
volleyed the ball out of the air
and beat Vanderbilt goalkeeper
Brad Winter. The only problem
though was that the play was
ruled offsides so the score would

end up 0-0 after 45.
The second half proved to be
more of the same, the Falcons
controlling possession. Finally
after missed opportunities Fred
Degand put the Falcons on top
1 -0. With the ball set just outside
of the Vanderbilt penalty area
after a foul. Adam Erhard sent a
high ball in to the area where
Degand headed the ball, hit the
post and rolled past the
MEN, PAGE 10
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SWARMING: The Falcons (white) battle with Vanderbilt Saturday.
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Bowling Green 0
Buffalo
7

17
20

6

First Quarter
Buf—Bartoszek 2 pass from Freedy (Keller kick), 4:48.
Second Quarter
BC—Gibson 2 run (Knapp kick). 11:33.
BC—Sahm 1 run (Knapp kick), 9:50.
Buf—Ford 3 pass from Freedy (kick failed), 6:31.
Fourth Quarter
BC—FG Knapp 32,13:22.
Buf—Dwarte 27 run (Keller kick). 1:27.
A—8.081.
BG
First downs
13
Rushes-yards 50-112
Passing
63
Comp-Att-lnt 5-20-0
Return Yards
116
Punts-Avg.
8-33
Fumbles- Lost 1-0
Penalties-Yards 6 43
Time of Possession

BUF
18
31-64
183
24-38-2
41
9-39

1-1
9-78
30:33

29:27

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING—Bowling Green. Cibson 15-60. Alls 14-49, Jarrett
7-42. Clark 2-4, Smiley 1-minus 8. Sahm 6-minus 12, Schneider
4-minus 21. Buffalo. Forde 2-31, Dwarte 3 23, Cordon 7 20,
Brereton 2-14. McKine 1 -8. McDonald 11-3, Freedy 4-minus 33.
PASSING—Bowling Green. Schneider 3-10-044, Sahm 2-9-019, Smiley 0-1-0-0. Buffalo, Freedy 24-38-2-183.
RECEIVING—Bowling Green. Bautista 4 50. Pinchem 1 -13.
Buffalo. McKine 6-46, Forde 5-46. Shaughnessy 4 36. McDonald
3-17, Dwarte 3-12. Singfield 2-24, Bartoszek 1-2.

BG NEWS
SPORTS
BRIEFING
Women's Soccer wins two
The Falcons continued their
unbeaten
Mid-American
Conference 2000 season with
wins over Toledo Friday and
Eastern Michigan Sunday.
Senior Stephanie Heller scored
the game winner against Toledo
as the Falcons took down the
Rockets 2-1.
Sophomore Tracey Gleixner. on
assists from senior Janice
Mentrup and sophomore Jill
Conover. found the back of the
net in the 108 minute of action to
beat Eastern 1-0 in double overtime.
Falcons place 22nd
The women's cross country
team finished 22 out of 29 teams

at the Roy Criak Invitational,
which posted 13 teams in the
RnishLynk Top 25 poll.
Sophomore Joy Echler again
led the way for BG, placing 50th in
a field of 239 runners with a a time
of 22:13.
Host Minnesota won the race.
Hockey preseason match
announced
The Falcon hockey team will
have its annual Brown-White
intersquad game this Friday from
3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Look for women's soccer,
men's and women's golf and
women's cross country stories
tomorrow.

BGNEWS

BG off to 0-2 start in MAC
V-BAU,fR0MPAGE9

State: very slim. That is because
BG hasn't beaten the defending
Mid-American
Conference
Champions since 1992. But the
Falcons did rally from two games
down to take the Cardinals to a
fifth game
The odds of BG winning that
fifth game: high. BG is 6-1 in fivegame matches dating back to last
year including a perfect 2-0 this
season with wins over Cincinnati
and Central Florida. Once again,
the odds were not in the Falcons
favor as Ball State jumped ahead
early on their way to a 15-10 win.
"We usually pull out that fifth
game," said freshman outsidehitter Nadia Bedricky. "I really had
confidence we could do it. We just
fell short."
Coming from behind is something that the Falcons have handled well this season, but middlehitter co-captain Krista Davis
believes the Brown and Orange
will have to improve on.
"It's something we really need

to work on." Davis said. "It seems the 3beginning of October last
like we're always playing catch year.
up. We need to be the ones on
BG made another rally to win
top."
the third game, but inconsistent
But the main theme of play did not give the team the
Saturday's match against Akron momentum they needed to take
wasn't about coming from the match to five games.
behind, it was about being on top.
"We can play so much belter
After losing the first game, BG
came back to take a commanding than this, but we're just not right
now," said freshman outside-hit13-4 lead.
The odds of the Falcons win- ter Susie Norris. "It's frustrating
ning the second game? According out there. We do really well someto BG coach Denise Van De Wallc. times, then we make it up with a
it should have been without a l>ad play."
doubt. But once again, the odds
The Falcons start the MAC seameant nothing.
son at a disappointing 0-2. but
"When we were up 13-4 and there are still plenty of odds for
lost that second game, I think it BG to tackle. So what are the odds
gave Akron all the steam they that Van De Willie's team can
needed to just roll through us."
Van De Wallc said. "We shouldn't bounce back from their first two
losses in the MAC?
have blown that kind of a lead "
"Two losses don't determine
The odds that BG would lose
for the second consecutive night the season." Van De Walle said. 'It
at home? Unfavorable. The just makes it tougher. With how
Falcons hadn't lost back to back competitive the MAC is. other
games at Anderson Arena since teams will have two losses."

Falcons take BSU to wire
0-2JR0MPAGE9

and sets (68). Bedricky. Caty
Rommeck and Amber Vorst liad
four blocks apiece.
"We were very aggressive at the
net," said Van de Walle of the
Falcons' offensive effort. "1
thought Susie Norris was unbelievable."
With the win. the Cardinals
improve to 8-3 overall.
Saturday, the Falcons looked to
return to their winning ways, but
instead lost to the visiting Akron
Zips. Akron won in four sets by
15-4,17-15.8-15 and 15-12. .
In game one, the Zips took an
11-2 lead and never looked back.
BG had a 12-3 lead in game two
but Akron rallied fora 14-13 lead.
The Falcons took a 15-14 advantage but the Zips won the game
and a 2-0 lead in the match with
three points.
However, BG rallied from a 1 0
deficit to win the third game.
Laura Twyman's kill finished the
Falcons' five-point streak. Akron

tooka 7-5 lead but Papageorgiou's
kill ignited a second Falcon surge.
BC scored eight unanswered
points and hung on for (he win.
The Falcons rallied from an 8-1
deficit in game lour tor a 12-10
lead. This time, however, their
efforts fell short as Akron scored
the last five points to take the
match.
Van de Walle said that the
Falcon offense took a long time to
get aggressive.
"I think it's a lot to do with our
hitting." Van de Walle said. "For
some reason right now the setting
is off and the hitting is off. We tried
but we fell short."
Norris led the Falcons with 15
kills and 18 digs. Papageorgiou
posted 13 kills and 14 digs for a
double-double, along with five
blocks.
We're a good team and the fire
wasn't there tonight," said
Papageorgiou of the Falcons'

effort. "We've got to correct that.
Every MAC team is really good
and we've got to decide that we're
going to come out with that fire
every single game."
Shyann Robinson recorded 10
kills and Caty Rorpmeck posted
16 digs in the loss.
Akron head coach Mike
Sweitzer said that neither team
played as well as it could have
"I think both teams were a little
flat." said Sweiuer of the match.
"Wejust persevered this time."
With the win Akron moves to 67 overall and 1 -1 in MAC play The
Falcons are now 7-4 overall with
an 0-2 MAC record

Brown and
Orange lose
2-1 at home
MEN, FROM PAGE 9

goal line. The goal was
Degand's third of the season
and ties him for the team lead in
goals. Erhard leads the team in
assists with four.
The Commodore's were not
finished though. With about 30
minutes left in the match.
Vanderbilt started controlling
the play again. At the 65th
minute,
sophomore
Commodore Chris Yingling sent
a cross pass to the other side of
the Falcon goal where Eric
Kubacki headed the ball past
Falcon freshman goalkeeper
David DeCraff.
Vanderbilt would attack again
in the 74th minute when
Commodore goalkeeper Winter
sent the ball deep into the
Falcon half of the field off of an
offsides restart. Yingling would
pick up the ball and send it to
freshman striker Jimmy Stone
who finished the job.
BG had the advantage in
shots (22-13) and a 5 3 shots on
goal lead.
Matthew Martinka was given
his first collegiate start of his
career in the loss.
"We did not play well," said
Bowling Green head soccer
coach Mel Mahler. Mahler
refused to comment any further
on the Falcon loss.
Ohio State was given the tournament win after dispatching
Oakland 4-1 by scoring three
goals in the last i 5 minutes.
The All-Tournament Team,
which was decided by the
coaches, was given to Ohio
State's Feldhaus. Tomaino, Tony
Monroe and Trey Halberdier.
Golden Bears were Gunner
Hlvorsen, Jason Perry and Viggo
Anthonsen. Vanderbilt honorees were Seth Gerdiner and
Yingling while Bowling Green
players Matt Lyons and Fred
Degand were also named to the
team.

Jay Smith M.D.
Back, Neck & Limb Pain
Headaches & General Medicine
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

354-6166

n

MUST SEE
EVENT!
MELONFEST
THIS SAT 8PM
50 OF THE HOTTEST GIRLS
FROM Ml & OH COMPETE TO
GIVE YOU THE ULTIMATE
COUCH DANCE!

MONDAY
EAT THE PINK CONTEST
1 $10 DANCES

TUESDAY
2-4-1 DANCES

BGSU Theatre
Department Presents
Cat on A Hot Tin Roof
by Tennessee Williams
Sept 28-30 at 8 PM
Oct 6-7 at 8 PM
Oct 8 at 2 PM

J22

NOW PLAYING IN THEATRES EVERYWHERE

THEATRE

Showing in
the Joe E.
Brown
Theatre
Tickets: $5
To reserve
seats,
call 372-2719

.

SPOMS

BG NEWS

UT loses
ByAndyResn*

Lost/Found
Lost Ladies gold watch, possible vicinity ot student health center, Michael Anthony brand, reward. 3522215 or 372-6031.

Travel

0 victory over Holy Cross in 1970.
The Bulls returned to I-A last season and went 0-11. 0-8 in the
MAC.
"There was a lot of joy and celebration in the locker room,"
Buffalo coach Craig Cirbus said.
"It was time for our kids to win."
Nose tackle Marty Harlg
returned an interception 29 yards
for a touchdown as the defending
West champ Broncos (3-1. 1-0)
beat Toledo (3-1.0-1) for just the
second time since 1989.
Harig's interception return
gave Western a 21-0 lead and
keyed a solid defensive effort.
Toledo, which averaged mote
than 30 points and 350 offensive
yards in its three victories, managed 312 yards Saturday.
"When you have a defense that
swarms somebody and plays as
hard as ours does; it is going to
work in our favor." said Western
coach Gary Darnell. "They really
maintained their focus with their
backs on the wall. We raised our
level at critical points of the
game."
Chester Taylor ran for 132 yards
and a touchdown for the Rockets.
Miami (3-1,2-0) jumped on top
of Kent State (0-3. 0-1) 35-0 at
halftime thanks to Cal Murray's
touchdown runs of 5, 4. 48 and 5

ASSOCIAUD PRESS WRITER

Lee Owens' questionable decision took points off the scoreboard but not a win for Akron.
After Zac Derr kicked a 29-yard
field goal to give the Zips a 23-20
lead over Ohio with 1:58 to play.
Owens elected to take the three
points off the board when the
Bobcats (2-2.0-1) were called for
a personal foul for roughing the
snapper.
The penalty gave Akron a first
and goal at the Ohio 6-yard line.
Three running plays took the

MAC SCORES
Boise State 47-CMU10
Marshall 45 - Kent 14
Akron 23 - Ohio 20
Auburn 31 - N. Illinois 14
NC 20 -Marshall 15
Temple 49 - Eastern 40
Western 21 - Toledo 14

clock to 24 seconds and Denkicked an 18-yard field goal to
give the Zips (2-2. 1-1) the 23-20
win.
"We were starting to wear
down on defense, so in my gut I
thought it was the right thing to
do." Owens said. "We tried to get
as much time off the clock as possible. When Zac said to take the
first down. 1 felt reassured."
Elsewhere
in
the
MidAmerican Conference Saturday.
Buffalo got its first win since join
ing the league last season. 20-17
over Bowling Creen; Western
Michigan beat Toledo 21 14 in an
early Western Division show
down; and Miami University
routed Kent State 45-14.
In non conference action.
Auburn
defeated
Northern
Illinois 31-14. Boise State beat
Central Michigan 47-10. North
Carolina edged Marshall 20 15.
and Temple won a shootout with
Eastern Michigan 49-40.
Marquis Dwarte's 27-yard
touchdown run with 1:27 left lift
ed Buffalo (1-3.1 -0) over Bowling
Creen (0 1. 0 4) and gave the
Bulls their first win since beating
I-AACanisiusinl998
It also marked Buffalo's first win
against a I-Aopponent sincea 16-

*l Spnng Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Now hiring campus reps.
1-800-234-7007
emJesssummertours com
• 111 Early Specials! Spnng Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 Days
$279! Includes Meals, Parties! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Departs
Florida! Get Group - Go Free!!
spnngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
•111 Spring Break Specials! Cancun & Jamaica $389! Air, Hotel,
Free Meals, Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Get Group - Go Free!
Florida Vacations $1291
springbreaklrave'.com
1-800-678-6386
SPRING BREAK 2001
Jamaica, Cancun, Florida,
Barbados. Bahamas Now hiring
campus reps. Earn 2 tree trips.
Free meals...book by Nov. 2nd Call
tor FREE into pack or visit on-line
sunsplashtours.com
1-400-426-7710
Sphng Break reps needed to promole campus tnps. Earn Stravel tree
No cost. We train you 1-800-3671252 or www.springbreakdirect.com

yards.
Murray ran for 113 yards on 14
carries and Mike Bath completed
21-of-32 for 261 yards, numbers
that didn't sit well witli Golden
Rashes coach Dean Pees.
"I don't know what team
showed up today, but it wasn't
Kent State." Peas said. "We've got
to go back to the drawing board
and get it right. Were a lot better
team than we showed. We didn't
play with any emotion."
Murray, who didn't play in last
Saturday's loss to Ohio Slate, got
in because of starter Steve Little's
fumble problems. Once he start ed to run. Little barely got off the
sideline. He finished with 33 yards
on seven attempts.
"It has been a rule around here
for a long time, don't put the ball
on the ground," said RedHawks
coach Terry Hoeppner, "Steve will
be back. But Cal Murray, wow He
ran hard today When he gets his
opportunity, it's hard to take him
out."

Spring Break) Deluxe Hotels, Reliable Air, Free Food. Drinks and Parties) Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas.
Mazatlan & Florida. Travel Free and
Earn Cash! Do it on the Web) Go
to StudentClty.com or call 800293-1443 tor info.
Spring Break!)! Cancun. Mazatlan,
Bahamas, Jamaica & Florida Call
Sunbreak Student Vacations tor
into on going tree and earning cash
Call 1-800-446-8355 or e-mail
saleaOiunpreaka.com.
Wanted Spring Breakers! Cancun.
Bahamas, Florida. Jamaica & Mazatlan. Call Sun Coast Vacations tor
a free brochure and ask how you
can organize a small group & Eat.
Drink. Travel Free & Earn Cash!
Call 1-888-777-4642 or e-mail
salts© juneoastvac«!ions,cgm
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TRUST SERVICES

Personals

Services Offered
Are you tired of long-distance companies changing your plans and repeatedly calling you9 How would
you like to have a representative
who knows what your communication needs are and keeps you Informed about future changes and
technology?
Try Excel'!'
Call for more information!
Unlimited internet $14 95 '
Competitive Long-Distance rates *
Paging ■ Cellular *
Business opportunities as well'
Call 1-888-296-7817 pin*2481
for more information.

1UIII0 N FINANCING

Why is TIAA-CREF the
#1 choice nationwide?

Personals

«1 SPRING BREAK 2001 Mexico.
Jamaica, Florida & S. Padre. Reliable TWA flights Biggest parties &
Besl prices. Book by Oct. 1 Receive
FREE 14 meals « 28 hrs ol parlies!
1.800 SURFS UPwww studenlexPI8S5
"Attention"
Student teachers teaching
Spring 20001
Get your required PPD
(TB skin test) al the
Student Health Service.
Cost is $8 00 (bursarable)
Last names starting with A-l
T
ues, Sept. 26. 5-6:30pm
Last names starting with J-R
Mon.Oct. 9, 5-6:30pm
Last names starting with S-Z
Tues. Oct 24, 5-6 30pm
BGSU Journalism Oept. Presents:
"Molly Inns Can't Say
Thai Can She?"
Syndicated Columnist with
a political edge
Tuesday, Sept. 26 al 7:30pm
101AOIscamp
Free Admission
The Curner Lecture Series
Co-sponsored by The BG News
Break your walls within ours.
Guilt from an abortion doesn't
have to be forever. Share your
secret during a confidential
appointment with a trained
counselor who cares 354-HOPE.
Full set of acrylic nails
$20 wilh Lynn ® Mane Style Salon
Call 353-6263
•Ask about Irequent client card'
HAVE TRUCK/STRONG GUYS
Moving, Hauling junk, whatever.
Call 353-0561.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: COREC 4-P VOLLEYBALL-SEPT. 26;
M.W CROSS COUNTRY-SEPT 27

Mr!'Mii..M!n.!>im<t>
GO GREEK
Open Recruitment
Tues. Sept. 26th
8:30-1 Opm
Come see whirt Pi Phi Is all about
MB«>llHt>NlirMIHcj>

1 month unlimited tanning, $25
2 month unlimited tanning. $40
352-7889.
Pregnant? Get Tested.
Confidential, professional service
354-4673 BGPC
THE BIGGEST POSTER SALE
Biggesl and best selection Choose
Irom over 2000 different images
FINE ART, MUSIC, MODELS.
MOVIE POSTERS, HUMOR, ANIMALS, BLACK LIGHT. SCIENCE
FICTION, PERSONALITIES. LAND
SCAPES, KIDS. PHOTOGRAPHY.
MOTIVATIONALS
MOST IMAGES ONLY
$6, $7 AND SB EACH!
See us al THE STUDENT SERVICES FORUM on MONDAY SEPTEMBER 25TH THROUGH FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 29TH. The
hours are 10am-6pm.
This sale is sponsored by UAO.
"WOMEN'S HEALTH FAIR!
Outside the Education & Business
Administration Buildings on
September 27th from 11am to 3pm.
Stop by tor valuable information &
FREE STUFF.
WOMEN'S HEALTH FAIR!

Wanted
1 rmte. wanted in 2 bdrm. apt Own
room, new carpet, close to campus
Call for more info, 354-4372, Jessica
2 male mites wanted ASAP. 3 bedroom house, dose to campus, lease
starting Sept.-Aug. For more information, call 354-6055. Ryan
4 subleasers needed
Spring semester
Hillsdale Apts.
Call 353-9440
Roommate needed in
Campbell Mill Apts
Call 353-5464

Wanted
Business Students!!! Are you interested in starting your own business
while you are still in school? It you
are interested call t-800-896-5907
code A11

Help Wanted
4 hrs per week, house work, errands, cleaning, laundry, ironing.
Must be trustworthy, must like cats
and dogs $6/hr 352-5972
Behavior Speciallsl-tull-lime, direct
care and supervision of seriously
emotionally disturbed children and
adolescents in an after school day
treatment program Hours are from
1pm to 9pm Mon-Fn. Knowledge of
behavioral principles and interventions preferred. Experience with children/adolescents important Salary
range S18.500-$25,000 Send re
sumeto CRC, P.O. Box 738. Bowl
ing Green. OH 43402
CHALLENGE CQUBSE
FACILITATORS
Some one to instruct team-buildmg
activities for children and youth At
least 18 years old. Indoor and outdoor courses including an indoor
climbing wall $7 00-$10 00per hour
based on experience. Training is
available for motivated individuals
with related experience.
LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM
INSTRUCTORS
Red Cross Certified lifeguards to
guard pool and teach swim lessons
$7 25-59 00 per hour.
Both positions are pad time with
fluctuating hours If interested,
please contact John Bentz (Program
Director) at 243-7255 or apply al the
Catholic Club al 1601 Jefferson Ave
Toledo OH

r^ pM/9iv»en'5
/fea(*rS Fait

WINTER BREAK/SPRING BREAK
Ski & Beach Tnps on sale now!
www.sunchase com
or call 1-800-SUNCHASE

[
BE llfll MINI

Monday, September 25, 2000 11

Wednesday, September
2000
ll:OOant-3:OOpm
► walkway between Education
and Business Administration
£
Building
(rmin locution: tlmr North Hrrrxriruy(

fer

STOP BY for ouer 20 exhibitions. FREE stuff,
and valuable information!!!

-V

Sponsored by the Student Health Service and the
Wellness Connection

A. .V

£3

Issues in Cultural Diversity 2000 - 2001
Program Series
"Millenium Demographics: Being Bi-Racial/Being Other"

Events Calendar

The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.

Callus for\
"■formatition /
IMAMe f

a

Wednesday September 13, - November 8, 2000

wL

Launching the Fifth Annual Undergraduate Art Contest
For Information Visit

http://tniW.bjsu.edu/eolleges/library/infosrv/eontest/index5.htitil
Sponsors:
The BGSU Friends of the Library
Year in and year out. employee! al education and
levaich mslilutioro have turned lo TIAA-CREF
And for good leasons
•

Afrieana Heritage Committee

THE TIAA-CREF
ADVANTAGE

lajyd>veisj!icationamong.aiano«ol enpenly
managed funds

• A solid brttoiy of performance and exceptional

Investment Expertise
Low Expenses

personal service
• A sliong commitment to low expenses
• Plus, a full iange of flexible letirement income options

Customized
Payment Options

for decades. IiAA-CREF has helped professors and staff
at over 9.000 campuses across the countiy invest for—

Ethnic Studies Department, and BGSU Libraries and Learning Resources
Wednesday, October II, 2000
Issues in Cultural Diversity Series
Being Bi-Raeial/Being Other
Guest Speaker Karen Dawning, University of Michigan
Jerome Library - Pallister Conference Room, 10:00am - 12:00pm
Wednesday, November IS, 2000
Fifth Annual Undergraduate Art Canteit Awards Recaption

Expert Guidance

Jerome Library - Pallister Conference Room, 3:00 - 5:00pm

and en|Oy—successful retirements

Wednesday, January 24, 2001
Choosing your retirement plan piovtdei is simple

Dr. M.L. King Jr. Tribute Program

Go with the leader .TIAA-CREF.

The Politics of Bi Racialism
Jerome Library - Pallister Conference Room, 10:00am - 12:00pm
Wednesday, March 21, 2001
Issues in Cultural Diversity Sariet

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."

1.800.842.2776

Bi-Racialitm: Personal Reflections
Jerome Library - Pallister Conference Room, 10:00am

www.tiaa-cref.org

lo- itt-f con»Wf ilo."W«*'<WOM' wtj'tatp'OO^tv paawca 1100 642 VII. m »09.10'tOJ« mn&Kluvn fttaa menMMy
brio'* roo ."mi ■ n*A< ur moiv-a-a **u mi I jl oo» Sewn. «r ou- butts m* CHIT ana Tuwt ■». iiiatr -if jto* annul *. . fraenn
resonj' Wmlon SevMS r* outturn (la PesonalAnnulasurab* annul, comrjonanl wwlaa lunosano lotan ravngiao/wnvrnti
.ruAamiTlAA-CBtFllflniuiancaCo.Ntw'n)'* NY mua.murancaanaannulai •TJ\A.C«tn'uvlConwn> (sao-o.oni'jslwo.n
• Inrtilmfnl prooom Ml no! F0K tnwad. may Iota valua and ara no! Ban* guaranlavd O 2000 TlAA-CIKf 0MJ

12:00pm

libraries and Learning Resoures' Multicultural Affairt Committee
2000 2001 Academic Calendar
Mary G. WriaMen, Chair
mwnq.riK<;'bgnet bqcu edu
(419) 372 7897
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIRE!
Part Time
Less than one block from Campus
S6/HR. STARTING PAY
3 shifts available
A Shift: 7:00am - 10:00am
B Shift 10:15am - 1:15pm
C Shirt: 1:30pm - 4:30pm
Possibility ol working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 31
354-8802
354-8703

Need More Money?
Don't have time for another |Ob'>
If this is you call
1-800-896-5907 code A22
Occasional babysitter needed for
days only $7.00mr. Call Kale 3736502
Part or lull-time sorters or cleaners.
S7.50 hr Walking distance Irom
campus Apply in person at 441 Pike
St
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT position assisting persons with mental
retardation/developmental disabilities in daily living skills in a Residential setting. Part-time, and Sub positions available ranging from 29.5 to
74.5 hours biweekly. Salary is
$7 55/hour for first 90 days, thereafter beginning at $10.24/hour
based upon experience. High school
diploma or GED required; no experience necessary. Positions available
in Bowling Green, Portage. Perrysburg, and Walbridge areas Interested persons may obtain an application packet from Wood County
Board of MRVDD, 11160 East Gypsy
Lane Rd.. Bowling Green, Ent. B.
Monday-Fnday, 8:00am-4:30pm
EO.E

First Union Securities
Now Hiring
Slockbroker Assistant
Applicant should be interested in
becoming a stockbroker.
Puties include:
"Stock research
'Mutual fund research
•Client mailings
'Computer operations
'Contacting clients and prospects
on investments
'Internships available
Wages: Flexible
Hours: Flexible
Contact: Operations Manager
Joe Pino at 419-861-9838

Help Wanted
PT seasonal help, Inspired by Nature, a natural pond and lake management company, is seeking service crew members. No exp necessary, flex, hours. Send resume to:
Inspired by Nature c/o Jodi Germann, 12494 Weston Rd. Weston.
OH 43569 No phone calls please.
Premier gentlemen's club now
hiring dancers. Possible benefits.
Will train. 734-848-4379. Mon-Fn after 3pm.
Service Coordinator
Individual experienced in social work
or gerontology with knowledge of
community resources to perform assessments and coordinate services
for senior and disabled residents of
community housing in Bowling
Green
Send resume to: Personnel/HS
Area Office on Aging of NWO, Inc.
2155 Arlington Avenue
Toledo. OH 43609
Telephone order clerks. 2 blocks
from campus. Full & Pt. time. Average earnings S8/hr 2 shifts available; 9-2 or 5-9. 353-8705

For Rent

The St. James Club and Aquarius
Athletic Club has openings for experienced aerobic instructors. Great
benefits and pay Call 841-5597
(Rick).
Up lo $15 hour plus bonus
352-3767

For Sale, Not Rent
Beautilul 14 x 80, on quiet corner lot
in GLE. 3 bdrm . central air. laundry,
senous inquiries only. 352-0844.

1, 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
From Only
$430
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.

'90 Toyota Celica. 5 spd. Pwr sunroof, cruise. Excellent condition.
S4100. Call 353-4194
94 Tracker
Convertible hard top/CD 4 wheel
drive great shape, $3300 call 3529387.
Beautilul '92 Volvo 940. Most reliable & safe. Texas car. 95K, power
everything & sunroof. 352-1631.

For Sale
" <Jars tor Sale '
From 1995.00 on up
Honda's. Toyota's. Nissans, etc
353-8810
Dean or Tom
1993 Honda Accord, high mileage
but excellent condition. $4500. call
419-424-3956.
1997 Suzuki Maurader, new Harley
sounding exhaust, 1900 miles, very
clean. Must sell $5000 firm. Call
352-1294, ask for Chad.

FOR FAST SALE
Upright piano, $300
Plate glass mirrors
2 1/2x3 ft., $35 ea.
Electric typewriters,
all work, $10 ea
10 speed bike, $30: kids bike, $20
Accounting and music software,
S10-S75. Call 353-4143
HONDAS FROM $29/mo. Police impounds! 0 down. 24 mo at 19.9%
For listings 1-800-319-3323 ext4558

363-7715
313 N. Main St. Apt. f 1-unfum. efficiency for $310.00 a month. Deposit
$310.00. Utilities are included except phone and cable Call John
Newlove Real Estate 354-2260
New duplex. 2 bdrm . 1 bath, attached 1 car garage, AC, refrigerator,
range, dishwasher, garbage disposal. $6507mo in North Baltimore. 1
side avail Nov. 1st. 419-634-2938.
WANTED ASAP: 1 subleaser for
apartment in Hillsdale Own spacious room!! Just $190 a month, utilities extra. Lease through Aug.
2001. Please call 352-6142, ask for
Brandi.

ftofesaonal RisuniL' Sdvkr
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Voted Best Pizza 8yrs. in a Row!

PISHIM€LLO'S
352 5166

"

Open Weekdays 4 P.M. • Lunch Fri. 'Sot. 'Sun.

"ANY 2 ITEM
PIZZA
Your Choice:

Mature Art major needed to teach
Art techniques to elementary students. 10 hours a week including
planning. $11.00 per hour. Academic school year Send resume and 3
ref. letters to Montessori School of
BG, 630 S. Maple St.. Bowling
Green, OH 43402 by October 5

i.m

The Associates has been turned "One 01* America's Mi>si Admired Companies"
by Fortune maiia/ine and is proud of 25 consecutive yean of increased earnings
As one ol the lop issuers ot Visa and Mastercard. The Associates Credit Cud
Services' rapid growth has created netting panxnnc opportunities KK career
minded individuals in (if/ Awm itilnl \\i\U success'
You MUJT HAVE
• Collections, customer service/
telemarketing experience

Wt PROVIDE
• High-paying salaries. -It H«k i and
profit sharing

• stable work hjstor)
• Strom: communication skills

• Hexihlc schedules

• Professional attitude

• Medical'dental/vision/lile insurance

• Availabditv lo work evenings/
weekends
• Uilingual a plus

Lg. $9.00

Med. $7.00

XLg. $11.00

• Paid training and tuition reim
burse men t

lb Gel Associated, please send a resume 10 The Associates Credit Card
Services Inc . Human Resources Dep. One Seagate. 22nd Floor, Toledo.
OH 410114 or tax 4PMIX-467I

Additional Items extra • Faiita Chicken = 2 Items

happiness in tilt world.
Hope all your Birthday
Wishes Came True!
XI love ana* Mint,
-Year Bis

did you know....

19% of

• Paid vacations and holidays

• business casual environment

Sm. $5.50

y

You deserve all the

SERVICE REPS

Bartenders needed Days & weekends. Above average wage. Call
Larry at 353-7176 between 9 & 5

'203 N. Main """"SET
$4.50 Minimum

Lil' Jill.
CUSTOMER

153-6971 or email: hsmaiage49WGfiel.org
Don't h.ivc .1 resume yctr* Call 151-8450 for
,i resume devdopemenl queslioriaire.

Dance Marathon 2001
Core Committee Applications
Available in 450 Student Services
Due Oct 2
FOR THE KIDS

Need extra money? Still in
school? Have we got the job for
you. S7.50 lo start. $7.72 after 30
days. Two shifts to choose from;
6:30am-11:30am or noon to 5pm. 4
or 5 days per week. We can even be
more flexible to accommodate your
schedules. 10 minutes Irom Bowling
Green near Weston. Apply in person
at 20584 Long Judson Rd. Call 8321641 for directions

For Sale

PROUD OF OUR PAST...
PASSIONATE ABOUT OUR FUTURE!

Fraternities ' Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Earn S1.00O-S2 000 this quarter with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraismg event No
sales required. Fundraismg dates
are filling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser com at (838)
923-3238 or visit
VAVVycarripuslundraiser com

Gymnastics Instructors
Team-4 & 5. Tues. 5-7. Thurs 5-8 &
Sat 11-1 Perrysburg Gymnastics
Center, 874-9383.
Hiring immediately 1st, 2nd & 3rd
shift. Full and part time available.
Commission and benefits available
upon hire Apply within, BP Oil,
1670 E. Wooster.
Immediate pt time pre school teacher needed. W6':e looking for energetic & reliable people who love lo
work with young children. Morning &
afternoon hrs avail Early childhood
exp. pref. but will train. Send resume
to: Stay and Play Daycare & Pre
School. Inc., 3120 S. Byrne, Toledo.
OH, 43614.
Lawn maintenance positions avail.
Part & Full-Time
Call Knickerbocker Lawns 352-5822

Help Wanted

\n EqualOpportunlt) Employer, Nl/wv/l)
Wfe Conduct pre-einploymeni drug letting

Blockbuster
video's revenue
comes from
overdue fees.

A Huge Order Of BG's Best!
.THE ASSOCIAIFS CREDIT CARD SERVICES, INC.

5 Breadsticks Only $2.50
We Now Have Stuffed Breadsticks
FREE DELIVERY
LIMITED AREA

The Technology Infrastructure Project • Building an Electronic Community

352-5166

^..

N. MAIN
Not Valid With Any Other Otter Expires 12131/00

A Great Selection of SALADS & SUBS!

Garlic or Tom. Bread • Garlic Fingers • Potato Skins

www.bgsu.edu/bgsupernet

Working at UPS is a great
opportunity. Plus you can have
at least $3,000 paid of your
tuition per year!"

2000 BGSU graduate promoted
to full-time HR rep.

ON-CAMPUS THIS TUESDAY 11-5
EDUCATION STEPS
r

SPEAK WITH BROOKE KAHLE,
BGSU'S UPS REPRESENTATIVE ,

UP TO $23,000 FREE ASSISTANCE FOR COLLEGE!

• $8.50-$9.50/hour
• Weekends & holidays off
• 3-1/2 to 5 hour shifts
• FREE benefits
• UPS promotes from within

Equal
Oopon unity

The digging is done
With the completion of the final 200
feet last week, more than four months of
intensive trenching and underground
installation for the technology infrastructure project came to an end.
The final piece of trenching—under
Poe Road to the Technology Annex—
finished a puzzle that ultimately included more than 10 miles of trenches
and 80 concrete manholes.
Keeping the work on schedule
despite setbacks with weather were
BGSU personnel and a group of contractors led by Romanoff Electric Corp., the
general contractor for the project.
BGsupernet is the biggest project
that the Toledo-based contractor has
ever done in such a short time frame,
said Dave Wozniak, Romanoff's vice
president for project management. The
company has had as many as 78 workers
at the University and continues to do the
interior construction (modification of
buildings) that will wrap up late this fall.
Probablythe most visible of
Romanoff's seven subcontractors has
been Curry Excavating, which brought
42 additional employees to Bowling
Green to dig the trenches and other
holes that covered the campus landscape. Business owner Doug Curry called
the project "one of the most challenging
jobs that's been on the bid list in this
part of the country for quite a while."
Restoration of grassy areas affected
by the construction has been done with
the aid of Bauer Lawn Maintenance,
which applied the quick-growing
hydroseed that helped restore the
appearance of the central campus in
time for summer commencement on
Aug. 12.

(mployet

Also among the subcontractors have
been three concrete cutting companies:
Duffey Concrete Cutting, doing both
outside and inside work; Ohio Concrete
Sawing and Drilling, and Concrete
Cutting and Coring Services, both of
which have been inside buildings.
Lakeside Interior Contractors has also
been on site—doing ceiling, wall,
painting and flooring work—as has the
only subcontractor not from the Toledo
area, Fremont's Warner Mechanical Corp.,
which has handled plumbing, heating
and air conditioning.
Because restoration work is ongoing—as is interior construction and
installation of cable—faculty, staff and
students should continue to be careful in
work areas.
Look for weekly BGsupernet updates
in "The BG News." Construction updates
are available via the project hotline
(2-0500) and on the Web at
www.bgsu.edu/bgsupcrnat. Class
relocations necessitated by project work
can also be found in "The BG News" and
at the Web site, or by calling Campus Fact
Line (2-2445).

These Curry Excavating personnel were
among the more than 160 workers whom
Romanoff Electric Corp. and seven subcontractors combined to put on the job at
times this summer.

BGSU

CALL TODAY! 1-419-891-6820
Or Visit www.upsjobs.com
MBB
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